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GAZA CRIES OUT FOR NEW START

ELLS  CATHEDRAL  IS
an     exquisite     building,
inexhaustible in its interest.

But so, too, is the Bishop's residence
which   stands   beside   it.   For   the
Bishop's  residence  is  a  medieval

palace, complete with moat. It speaks
eloquently of power.

Stand  beside  the  great  wooden
doors   which   lead   into   Lambeth
Palace    and    the    same    aura    is
unmistakeable. Even the dwarfing of
Lambeth   by    adjacent   buildings
cannot destroy the symbolism of the
Church's  great  Palace  facing  the
Palace  of Westminster  across  the
Thames.

But what was once a reahity is now
an   illusion.   The   Archbishop   of
Canterbury lives in a small flat in his
Palace  and,  largely  stripped of the

power that was  once proclaimed by
the buildings,  struggles to maintain
Christian  influence  on  a  society  in
which  a  secular  government  with
different priorities  and a frequently
unsympathetic  press  marginalise
religion.

Christianity has  experienced the
extremes of power and powerlessness.
It has both exercised absolute power
and also renounced power completely,
inspiring groups and individuals who
have turned their back upon society
and   the   world.   Yet   influencing
society, seeking to persuade society to
embody  (Judeo-)  Christian  values
has,  understandably  and  laudably,
remained a Christian goal.

Which is why there are Christians
today   who   lament   their   present
powerlessness.  It  was  right,  they
would argue,  to  give  up  the  power
symbolised by palaces. It is right that
Church and State should be separate.
Religion  should  not  wield political

power.  But  religion  cannot  escape
from the political.  If religion  is  not
concerned about the  society and the
world in which we  live,  if it cannot
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influence   social   structures,   if  it
cannot pronounce a critique upon that
which    denies    people    freedom,

perpetuates  injustice  and  inequality,
fails to vindicate people's right to the
opportunity  to  fulfil  themselves  -
then  what  is  the  value  of religion?
One might suggest that living without
power  is  the  greatest  challenge  to
Christianity in our times.

When  it  comes  to  power,  Islam
faces a different challenge.  Islamism
at    its    most    extreme    draws    on
memories of the early Caliphate and

preaches    a    world-wide    Islamic
empire.   Less   extreme,   there   are
nevertheless       many       countries,

particularly in the Arab world,  with
groups  bent  on  overthrowing  their
often   corrupt   and   undemocratic
regimes  -  and  replacing  them  by
theocracies which live by shariah law.

Because  ours  is  an  age  of mass

population migrations, it has brought
to  Europe  significant  numbers  of
Muslims.  The  Muslim  minority  is
here  to  stay  -  in  Britain,  France,
Germany and many other European
countries. But it will remain what it is
-  a  minority.  Islam  has  very  little

experience  of living  in  democratic,
secular  states  as  a  minority.  The
dominant  model  is  one  of power.
Learning  to  live  with  the  radically
diminished power of a minority in a
democratic,  secular state  is  Islam's

greatest challenge.
A  columnist  recently  suggested

that Israel has killed as many as 1,000
Hamas activists - terrorists - and is
targeting  1,500  more.  He  sought to
defend  the  policy  in  ethical  terms.
But, MANNA would argue, the first
question  is  not an  ethical  one  but  a
pragmatic  one.  If picking  off the
enemy in this way works,  and peace
and     justice     for     Israelis     and
Palestinians  alike  can  be  brought
closer, then there is indeed an ethical
debate to be had. But if killing  1,000

terrorists    produces    2,000    new
terrorists  as  a  result,  a  different
policy is needed rather than an ethical
discussion.

Gaza draws closer to catastrophe
every  day.  As  rocket  attacks  on
southern Israel increase and the lives
of 150,000  Israeli  citizens are put at
risk daily, Israel attempts to turn the

population   of   Gaza   against   the
terrorists by tightening the economic
screws. But Hamas are cynical in the
extreme - interfering with their own
electricity   supply,   attacking   aid
convoys,  diverting  supplies  of food
and  medicine  in  order  to  increase
external pressure  on Israel  and fuel
the hatred of Gazans.

Everything  cries  out that this  is  a

pragmatic  issue  even before  it is  an
ethical one. If tightening the screw on
Gaza works, separates the population
from  Hamas  and  strengthens  the
moderates  against the  extremists -
then ethics come into play. But if, as  '
seems obvious at a safe distance from
the kassams and mortars, the policy is
not   working,    if   the   reverse    is
happening - then a radical change of
policy  is needed.

The  difficulty,  the  desperately
painful difficulty is that it is not clear
what the alternative policy should be.

The    exercise    of   power,    the
application  of Jewish  values  to  the
situation of a democratic Jewish state
battling  an enemy of unprecedented
ruthlessness and cynicism is proving
extraordinarily difficult.

Christians are struggling with loss
of power.  Muslims  are  struggling
with  diminished  power.  Jews  are
being   driven   to   despair   by   the
necessary exercise of power.

It is probably too much to ask that
all three  faiths understand that they
have a common problem. But on the
resolution of that common problem,
the very future of religion itself may
well rest I



WHY THE  NEW POPE
WORRIES  US

Ed Kessler

CHRISTIANS & JEWS IN
DIALOGUE: LEARNING IN THE

PRESENCE OF THE OTHER
by Mary C Boys and Sara S Lee,

foreword by Dorothy C Bass,
Skylight Paths Publishing,

Woodstock, Vermont,
2006, hb, $21.99
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TIS BOOK DEMONSTRATES
ie    best    in    contemporary
!hristian-Jewish Relations -it is

respectful,   constructive,   sincere,
insightful. It offers a powerful portrayal
of the  way  in  which  two  religious
women,  Sister Mary  Boys  and Rabbi
Sara  Lee  seek  and  discover  wisdom
from each other. It is an engaging work,
written  in  a  personal  and  anecdotal
style,  and  complements  a number  of
publications  jointly  penned  by   a
Christian and Jew, a trend which I first
noticed as a student twenty years ago,
when  Father  Gordian  Marshall  and
Rabbi  Michael  Hilton  wrote   r¢e
Gospels and Rabbinic Judaism : a study
guide.

Today   it  is   not  uncommon   for
Catholic school children in Britain and
the USA to visit a synagogue. For their
part,  progressive  Jewish  schools  in
particular, such as the Akiva School at
the Stemberg Centre, organise visits to
Christian  places  of  worship.   Much
more  can  and  should  be  done  But
having  taught  hundreds  of  Christian
students    of    different    ages    and
denominations,  many  of whom  train
for Christian ministry and leadership, I
am  aware  of an  openness  to  engage
constructively with Judaism.  Many of
my  students realize  that an  encounter
with Judaism is vital for the formation
of their identity as  Christians.  But not
often is the transfomation in Catholic
teaching  toward  Jews  and  Judaism
acknowledged in Jewish education.

Although for the most part, relations
in the pulpits and in the pews are strong
and healthy, the same cannot be said of
the  institutions.  For  those  of us  who
take a close interest in Catholic-Jewish
relations,   there   are   a   number   of

wonying aspects.
Until  recently,  it  was  widely  held

that  the  Roman  Catholic  Church  led
the way for Christians in dialogue with
Judaism.   The  publication  of  IVos/rcz
Aezc7/e -In Our Time by the Vatican in
1965   ushered   in   a  new   era,   fresh
attitudes   and   symbolized   a   new
language  of discourse  by  referring  to
`a  common   spiritual   heritage'   and

seeking  to  encourage  `further  mutual
understanding  and  appreciation'.  The
Vtrdlctm' s  Commission  i ;or  Religious
j2e/cz/z.o#s   wz./¢   ffee  Jews   published
important statements in 1975,1985 and
1998.

Since  then,  the   Commission  has
been  silent  and  no  preparations  are
underway to produce a new statement
soon.  The  silence  is  more  noticeable
when   compared  to   new   initiatives
undertaken    by    other    Churches.
Lambeth   Palace,   the   seat   of  the
Archbishop    of    Canterbury,    has
initiated with the Centre for the Study
of   Jewish-Christian   Relations   in
Cambridge  a  series   of  discussions
between  senior  Anglicans  and  Jews,
which are likely to result in important
publications    before   the    biennial
Anglican   Communion   meeting   at
Lambeth in 2008.

Before  considering  the  reasons  for
this change, it is worth mentioning the
immense  achievements  in  Catholic-
Jewish Relations  of recent decades.  It
is now taken for granted that Jesus was
a faithful Jew and for many Catholics,
reacquaintance  with  Judaism  has  led
not  only  to  a  closer relationship  with
the   `elder  brother'   but   also   to   a
strengthening    of   their    Christian
identity and belief.

In  addition,  flourishing  centres  for
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the  study  and  teaching  of  Jewish-
Christian     Relations     have     been
established in North America and, to a
lesser   extent,   in   Europe.   Boston,
Chicago, New Jersey and Connecticut
host the most important educational US
Centres     and     Rome,     alongside
Cambridge,  hosts  the  two  significant
Centres in Europe.

The  recent  creation  of  a  `Day  of
Judaism',  celebrated annually in parts
of Europe,  including  Poland,  I.a  cz/so
worth  noting.  This  commemoration
reminds  Catholics  of the Jewish roots
of  Christianity  and  the  theological
connection that binds Christianity and
Judaism.      It      is      important      to
acknowledge         these         positive
developments    and    not    to    view
Catholic-Jewish  Relations,  especially
in Central and Eastern Europe, in terms
of the Polish Catholic example, Father
Tadusz  Rydzyk's   infamous  jzczdz.o
A4lczr)y.cz,   which   has   aroused  public
controversy because of its anti-Semitic
and ultra-nationalist broadcasts.

It  used  to  be  said  that  Jews  and
Christians were divided by a common
Bible,  but  in  the  last  few  years  the
Bible  and  biblical  intexpretation  have
provided  fertile  ground  for  dialogue.
In   2001,   the   Pontifical    Biblical
Commission  published   7lfee  Jewz.s¢
People and their Sacred Scriptures  in
the  Christian  Bible  which  called  fior
the   use   by   Christians   of  Jewish
commentaries. Likewise, Dczbrc/ E774e/,
a  public  statement  on  Christian  and
Jewish relations written by four Jewish
scholars   in   2001    and   signed   by
hundreds   of  Jewish   scholars   and
leaders,   including  Rabbi   Sara  Lee,
stated  that  `Jews  and  Christians  seek
authority  from  the  same  book  (the
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The present Pope,
like his predecessor,
takes seriously the
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Judaism and

acknowledges the
value Of Christian-
Jewish dialogue.

As he wrote in the
Vatican newspaper

L'Osservatore
Romano z.7c

December 2000,  `a
now vision Of the

relationship
between the Charch
and Israel has been

born: a .sincere
willingness to

overcome every
Jind Of anti-

Judaism, and to
i,vitiate a

constructive
dialogue based on
knowledge Of each

other, and on
reconciliation.'

Bible)'.
The  2001   Vatican  document  also

raised  the  issue  of anti-Semitism  and
responded  to  question  by  the  then
Cardinal     Ratzinger,     now     Pope
Benedict  XVI,  question  who  asked,
`has  not  the  New  Testament  itself

contributed  to   creating   a  hostility
towards   the   Jewish   people   that
provided a support for the ideology of
those  who  wished  to  destroy  Israel?'
The    document    answered    in   the
negative. One of the criticisms leveled
against  it  was  its  failure  to  examine
why  the  New  Testament  has  been
abused to justify anti-Semitism.  It has
been  too  common  to  come  across  a
biblical text used for the purpose of the
subjugation of women to men, black to
white,  Jew to  Christian.  Although the
Pontifical Biblical Commission missed
an  opportunity  to  tackle  this  topic,  it
will  be  explored  at  a  forthcoming
meeting  of bishops  in  the  Vatican  in
2008.

This  makes  the  slowing  down  of
momentum in the last five to ten years
and the change of mood at institutional
level  a  puzzling  development.  The
present  Pope,  like  his  predecessor,
takes  seriously  the  encounter  with
Judaism  and  acknowledges  the  value
of  Christian-Jewish  dialogue.  As  he
wrote   in   the   Vatican   newspaper
L 'Osservatore  Romano in  December
2000, `a new vision of the relationship
between the Church and Israel has been
born:     a    sincere    willingness    to
overcome every kind of anti-Judaism,
and to  initiate  a constructive  dialogue
based on knowledge of each other, and
on reconciliation. '

I first noticed a shift in 2002 during
continued on next page
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a  vociferous  response  to  a  document
published  by  Catholics  and  Jews  in
North America, including Mary Boys,
endlfled  Ref lections  on  Covenant  and
A4issz.o7z.   At  first  welcomed,   it  was

quickly  shelved  when  it  came  under
fierce  attack  from  conservatives.  The
Roman  Catholic  participants  ignited
controversy     by     proposing     that
`campaigns   that   target   Jews   for

conversion   to   Christianity   are   no
longer theologically  acceptable  in  the
Catholic Church'.

Critics  emphasized  that  all  non-
Catholics    must   be    subjected    in
principle to evangelization efforts and,
disappointingly,   no   senior  Catholic
leader   responded.    For   the   more
extreme    Radical    Traditionalists,
Reflections  on  Covenant  and  Mission
was  a  example  of the  Church's  slide
into apostasy. A deafening silence was
similarly  the  response  to   concerns
about  Mel  Gibson's  brutal  film  in
2004, The  Passion  Of the  Christ. The
film  returned  the  viewer  to  a  vision
from  the  eighteenth  century  when
Christians took it for granted that Jews
were   collectively   cursed   for   the
crucifixion,   and   when   narratives
emphasized Jewish  evil-doing  as  well
as the graphic suffering of Jesus.

Other `hot-buttons'  in the encounter
between  Catholics  and  Jews,  include
relations  with   Israel.   The  Vatican
eventually  recognized  the   state  of
Israel  in  1993  and  Pope  John  Paul  11
made  an  historic  pilgrimage  there  in
2000.  Since  then  the  Israeli-Vatican,
Israeli-Catholic relationship in general,
has been uneasy. This is epitomized by
the  lack  of agreement between  Israel
and the Holy See over Juridical and tax
issues.  Occasional bilateral talks have
failed to produce  agreement over  `the
fundamental  accord'  which  has  been
sought since  1993. The majority of the
Holy See's religious communities own
large properties. Generally, these were
purchased  in  the  nineteeth  century,
when   the   properties   were   often
isolated.   Today,  they  are  generally
surrounded by modem neighbourhoods.
By virtue of a privilege granted by the
Ottoman  Empire,   and  then  upheld
throughout the British Mandate period,
these   communities   were   exempted
from      taxes.      Today,      there      is
disagreement   about  whether  these
communities    should    continue   to
benefit from this exemption or pay the
taxes.

Whilst expressing concern about the
present   state   of   Catholic-Jewish
Relations, it is important to remember
that a relationship is two-way. Just as it
is right to wolTy publicly about trends
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in  the  Vatican,  so  we  Jews  must  ask
ourselves   some  questions.   Why  do
`adininistrative   issues'   in   Israeli-

Vatican  relations  remain  unresolved
even    though    Ambassadors    were
exchanged in  1993? Fourteen years of
a lack of resolution, which is primarily

The Holocaust and
Pins XII remain

controversial topics
in Catholic-Jewish
relations. Pins XII
in particular is the
subject Of polemic,

with cri,tics and
supporters
regularly at
loggerheads.

due  to   intransigence  by  the  Israeli
Government, will damage relations.

This may explain the background to
this year's controversial decision, later
rescinded,   by   the   Papal   Nuncio,
Archbishop  Franco,  not  to  attend  the
annual Holocaust Memorial day event
at Yad Vashem. He originally stated he
would  not  attend  unless  the  museum
agreed to remove or re-write a caption
on   Pope   Pius   XII   that   he   found
offensive.  The  caption  described  the
wartime pope as someone who refused
to  stand up to the Nazis, and who  did
not act to save Jewish lives during the
Shoah.

For   some,   Archbishop   Franco's
threat    signified    a    chill    in    the
relationship,  while  others   applauded
his  willingness  to  defend  Pius  XII's
reputation. The Holocaust and Pius XII
remain     controversial     topics     in
Catholic-Jewish  relations.  Pius  XII  in
particular  is  the  subject  of  polemic,
with critics and supporters regularly at
loggerheads. A significant block in the
Catholic Church, including much of its
senior    leadership,    has    a    strong
conviction that Pius XII  is a saint and
should be formally recognized as such.
Others,  including much  of the  Jewish
world,  believe  equally  strongly  that
Pius     XII     failed     in     his     moral

responsibilities  during  the  Holocaust.
The primary force keeping this debate
as a source of turbulence is the question
of sainthood.

Another  controversial  subject  has
been  the   recent   admission   of  the
Tridentine Mass.  The A4lofif Praprz.o -
personal pronouncement -o£ Benediet
XVI  on the expanded use of the  1962
Latin   Missal   has   raised   concern,
particularly  because  of the  confusion
as to  whether prayers which speak of
Jews  as  `blind'  and  as  having  `a  veil
over  their  eyes'  remain  available  for
use. Even if the Ado/# Praprz.o does not
result in  a widened  use  of this  missal
there is a question of integrity. Can the
Vatican  sanction  as  official  both  the
far more positive prayer for Jews in the
percent  liturgy  and  the   demeaning
prayer in the  1962 missal?

The Church's liturgy is the Church's
business.  But  as  Rabbi  David  Rosen
who  advises the Israel government on
relations with the Vatican has said,  `If
the Church declares,  as  it does, that it
wishes    to    live    in    a    respectful
relationship  with  the  Jewish  people,
then  it is right and proper for it to  be
pointed  out  that  a  prayer  for  us  to
accept the Christian faith - which we
see as a betrayal of our own -is hardly
an expression of mutual respect.'

The issue is not the use of an ancient
language  in which to pray - we Jews
use Hebrew and the re-introduction of
Latin  could  have  a  positive  effect  on
Catholics  -  but  rather  the  calls  for
conversion.

While  Jews  and  Catholic  leaders
wondered about the direction this pope
was  taking  in  their  concern,  another
papal decree incensed Protestants. In a
declaration,  Benadict  XVI  said  other
Christian   communities   are   either
defective  or  not  true  `churches'   and
that Catholicism is the only true way to
salvation.  The  new text  is  basically  a
re-statement of previous statements but
set  off  a  storm  of  criticism   from
Protestant and Anglican leaders.

The  result  is  that  today  there  are
many Protestants as well as Jews, who
in  their  dialogue  with  Catholics  feel
concern. Just as without movement the
body       atrophies,        so       without
nourishment, Catholic-Jewish relations
will  eventually  deteriorate.   We  have
not yet reached that stage - and Boys
and Lee's book reminds us how far we
have come - but there are ?nough signs
to  conclude  that  the  Roman  Catholic
Church is no longer leading the way I

EDWARD KESSLER  I.s //7e Fo!//7c7e/. Dj.7'ec/oJ.
of The Centre for the Study Of Jewish-Chl.isiian
Relations,  Woolf Institute  Of Abrahalnic  Faiths,
Cambi.idge
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The Editor first met Mohcrmmad Darowshe, who holds a Masters degree in Public Administration
from Hariford University, USA, when he was working at Givat Haviva, an educational campus

providing training in peace building and conflict resolution. In 2005 he became Director Of
Development fior K!elen ANraha:rn, The Abraham Fund which is responsible for key strategic

initiatives to adwance coexistence and equality among Je:ws and Arabs in Israel.
As part Of a week long trip to Israel in October, the Editor, the Chair and the Treasurer Of the

Movement for Ref;orm Judaism spent the best part Of a day in the Galil with Mohcrmmad Darowshe,
seeing first-hand a number Of the initiatives described in the following article.

This is part Of the process Of identifying a range of projects and initiatives in Israel from
which members can choose to get irrvolved. The key is engagement and the

Abraham Fund Initiatives present a highly professional and vitally important place to engage.
Further irformation can be obtained from the Chair Of the lnitiatives ' British support group,

Laurence  Kaye :  laurence.kaye@al)rahamf and.org.uk

Language as a Cultural Bridge launching event Haifa

THE YAWNING GULF
BETWEEN JEW AND ARAB

Mohammad
Darawshe
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ISRAEL  IS  HOME  TO  MANY
ethnic    groups,    cultures    and
religions.  Indigenous  Palestinian

Arabs,  Slczbrc}s  for  native  born  Jews,
Ashkenazim,    Central    and    East
Europeans Jews,  Sephardim, Northern
African Jews, new immigrants from the
former  Soviet  Union  and  Ethiopians
provide  a rich  mosaic.  Making  up  20
percent,1,413,500   of  Israel's  7.1
million  population,  Arab  citizens  are
Israel's largest ethnic minority group.

Although  collectively  defined  as
`Israeli    Arabs',    Arab    society   is

comprised of a number of groups, each
with    unique    characteristics    and
complexities:  Muslim  83  per  cent,  of
which  10 per cent are Bedouin, Druze
8.4  per  cent,  and  Christians   8.6  per
cent.

Approximately  60  per  cent  of the
Arab  citizens  of  Israel  reside  in  the
North,  a  region  which  illustrates  the
ongoing    complexity    of    Israel's
multiethnic  and  multicultural  society.
Here, Jews and Arabs live side by side
in  neighbouring  communities,  share
similar  surroundings  and  cope  with
similar   difficulties.   But   the   close
physical  proximity  does  not  always
engender cooperation  and relations  of
trust. In some cases, fear, mistrust and
even    alienation    characterize    the
relationships  between  the  Jewish  and
Arab  citizens.  In  addition to  inherited
policies  of discrimination,  the  violent
upheavals  of  October  2000,  during
which  thirteen  Arab   citizens   were
killed  by  the  Israeli  police,  fuelled  a
polarization    of   attitudes    and    a
deterioration of relations.

The  Declaration  of  Independence
provides  Israel's  Arab  citizens  with
equal   legal   and  political   status.   It
ensures complete equality of social and
political  rights  as  well  as  freedom  of
religion,      conscience,      language,
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negative attitudes
towards Israel's
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education  and  culture.   But  Israel's
daily  reality  reveals  a  substantial  gap
between  Israel's  Arab   and  Jewish
citizens  in  almost  every  field  of life.
Often, these  gaps  are a clear result of
government policies.

Recent  governments,   determined
that  inequality  relating  to  the  Arab
population was an issue of the highest
priority, took action toward closing the
gaps. Nonetheless, positive results are
few.

An  examination  of the  implemen-
tation  of government  decisions  with
regard to Israel's Arab citizens reveals
substantial  gaps  in  budget  allocation
for  housing,  education,  health,  trans-
portation    and    environment.    The
underdeveloped infrastructure in Arab
municipalities  is  evident  to  all.   The
following facts  represent examples  of
inequality:  While  in  2002  the  budget
allocation  for  ground  transportation
increased overall by 28.4 per cent, the
development budget for Arab commu-
nities  dropped  by  1 1  per  cent.  About
half of the Arab children in Israel live
below the poverty line The number of
pupils  in  Jewish  elementary  classes
averages  24.3  compared  with  29.3  in
Arab education The total land allocated
for  employment  in  Jewish  communi-
ties    is    5.5    times    that    in    Arab
communities. And industrial zones are
not  being  adequately  developed  in
Arab communities (Sikkuy, Report on
Equality  and  Integration  of the  Arab
Citizens in Israel, 2002 and 2006).

In    addition    to    the    budgetary
discrimination,   and  although  equal
political  rights  are  allegedly  ensured,
Israel's Arab citizens are clearly under
represented in the civil service. Despite
being 20 per cent of the population, in
2007,  only  5.86  per  cent  of  57,253
government    workers    were    Arab

continued on next page
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citizens, and recent data reveals that in
2006,  only  1.1  per  cent  of employees
in the Civil  Service Commission were
Arab.     Inadequate    representation
hinders  the  participation  of Arabs  in
decision-making   processes   which
signiflcantly affect the daily reality of
the  Arab  community.  It also  hampers
social  change  processes  and  inhibits
the transfomation of negative attitudes
towards lsrael's Arab citizens.

The  Orr  Commission  of  Inquiry,
which  was  established  following  the
October 2000 clashes to investigate the
root causes of the events, asserted with
great  clarity  that  the   `government
handling  of the  Arab  sector has  been
primarily            neglectful            and
discriminatory'.  The  government  `did
not  show  sufficient  sensitivity  to  the
needs of the Arab population,  and did
not take enough action to allocate state
resources in an equal manner' (The Orr
Commission Report).

This unfortunate reality is influenced
by  an  aggressive  and  confrontational
public discourse. According to a survey
conducted   in   2006   by   the   Israel
Democracy  Institute,  62  per  cent  of
Jews    in    Israel    believe    that   the
government   should   encourage  the
emigration of Arab citizens, and 55 per
cent of them assume that Arabs are not
capable of reaching the same degree of
cultural development as Jews.

Mistrust  and  alienation  on  the  one
hand and discrimination and feeling of
inequity on the other set the imperative
for the work of The Abraham Fund.

`Founded  in  1989  and  named  after

the common ancestor of both Jews and
Arabs,  The  Abraham  Fund  aims  to
realize  the  vision  laid  out  in  Israel's
Declaration  of  Independence.'   More
specifically,   The   Abraham   Fund
advocates  the  need  for  coexistence,
supports  grassroots  programmes,  and

initiates   national   ventures,   which
advance  a  society  in  which  Jews  and
Arabs   can   coexist   equally   while
maintaining  their  cultural  and  ethnic
diversities.

`Aiming  to  close  the  gaps  and  ad-

vance   a   cohesive   and  just  Israeli
society,  The  Abraham  Fund  works
both  top-down  -  to  impact  policy  -
and bottom-up - to support grassroots
activities',   states   Amnon   Be'eri-
Sulitzeanu,  Director  General  of  The
Abraham  Fund  in  Israel.  `On  the  one
hand,  we  conduct  programmes  with
government  agencies  and  officials,
aiming  to  promote  a  more  equitable
policy  towards  lsrael's  Arab  citizens;
on the other, we develop and success-
fully  implement  intervention  models
which are presented to the government
for wide  scale  implementation  and fi-
nancing', Be'eri-Sulitzeanu adds.

Bearing  in  mind  that  the   socio-
economic  gaps  and  the  subsequent
feelings  of  alienation  among  Israel's
Arab    citizens    often    stem    from
government  policies,  The  Abraham
Fund has initiated several programmes
directed   at   fulfilling   government
responsibilities   towards   its   Arab
citizens.

Following the publication of the Orr
Commission   recommendations   in
2003,  The  Abraham  Fund  partnered
with the Israeli police. Through a wide
variety    of   training   projects    for
egalitarian and fair policing, as well as
spoken Arabic courses, the programme
aims  to  transform  the  police  into  an
equitable   and   culturally   sensitive
service  provider  for  Arab   citizens.
Local     task     forces      for     police
commanders  and  Arab  mayors  have
also   been   established   to   improve
relationships and cooperation between
the   Israeli   police    and   the   Arab
community.

Targeting    policy    change,    The
Abraham  Fund  provides  government
ministries  with  training  and  consul-
tation,   exposing  policymakers   and
opinion  shapers  within  government,
the media and the private sector to the
needs of Arab citizens. By advocating
actions that promote equal opportunity
and  access  to  services  and jobs,  The
Abraham  Fund  aims  to  increase  the
integration of Arab citizens and ensure
a more equitable policy.

There   is   another  expression   of
inequality  between  Jews  and  Arabs,
namely the dominance of the Hebrew
language.  Despite the fact that Arabic
is an official language of the State, and
is the mother tongue of more than one
million of its citizens, Arabic has little
presence either in the public sphere or
in the Jewish school system.

Acknowledging  the  importance  of
strengthening  the  status  of Arabic  as
the  second official language in Israel,
The  Abraham  Fund  has  initiated  the
Language    as    a    Cultural    Bridge
programme,  which  seeks  to  mandate
the teaching  of conversational Arabic
language and culture in Jewish public
schools.  More than  12 thousand  10-13
year  olds   around  the  country  are
already      participating      in      this
groundbreaking  programme,  which
aims to create a new reality of respect
and  communication  between  Israel's
Jewish and Arab children.

`An additional issue which demands

our  attention',  says  Be'eri  Sulitzeanu
`is  the   one   of  Jewish-Arab  mixed

towns  and  regions.  While  in  the  past
there were only five recognized Jewish-
Arab  mixed  cities,  in recent years  we
have  witnessed  an  expansion  of this
phenomenon.  The  complex  reality  of
these  mixed  regions   demands  the
development  of  consoli4`appd  policies
of  multiculturalism   an`.4` equality'.
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Aiming to respond to these challenges,
The Abraham Fund embarked upon the
`Mirkam in the  Galilee'  initiative,  en-

deavouring to turn the Central Galilee
into  an  exemplary  model  for regional
cooperation, coexistence and equality.
Mayors from eleven Jewish and Arab
municipal  authorities,  women,  reli-
gious  leaders,  and  professionals  from
the flelds of environment and tourism
work  together  to  draw  regional  and
holistic policies.  Formal  and  informal
educational  activities  are  woven  into
the  programme,  educating  the  young
generation  to  a  future  of coexistence
and equality.

Economic   development  provides
leverage for a shared society. However,
in  2006   the  rate  of  Arab  women
participating in the workforce was 17.6
per  cent,  compared  to  54.6  per  cent
among Jewish women. Acknowledging
this unused economic potential within
Arab   society   and   the   prospective
empowerment  of Arab  society,  The
Abraham Fund began working toward
the    improvement    of   the    socio-
economic  status  of Arab  women.  By
holding  public  awareness  campaigns,
education  seminars  and  professional
training, j ob fairs and actual placement,
The  Abraham  Fund's   `Women   at
Work'   initiative  strives  to   integrate
unemployed Arab women into the job
market  thus  empowering  their  status
within  Israeli  society  in  general  and
Arab society in particular.

Last  but  not  least,  The  Abraham
Fund  invests  tremendous   effort  in
developing   the   coexistence   field,
whether by partnering with coexistence
organizations  or by providing. general
support and training to the coexistence
movement.

The  partnership  programmes  allow
us  to  invest  in  new  social  start-ups,
which promote  our vision  of equality
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and    coexistence.    Through    these
innovative  programmes  we  work  to
strengthen  the  status  of  the  Arabic
language,     both     among     service
providers   and   within  the   arts;   to
promote     equitable     policies;     to
influence government policy for peace
and   coexistence   education   and  to
suggest  alternative  planning  solutions
for     the     Arab     towns     and     the
unrecognized  Bedouin  villages  in  the
Negev.

Over   the   past   ten   years,    the
grassroots  movement  of Jewish-Arab
coexistence  has  grown  dramatically.
Nonetheless,   while  other  coalitions,
such  as  the  environmental  groups,
succeeded  in  gaining  public  support
and conveying a united message, most
coexistence organizations  still  operate
at   the   local   level   and   lack   the
professional  training  which  ensures
long-term   sustainability   and  wide
public influence.

The  Coexistence  Network,  estab-
lished in 2001  by The Abraham Fund
together  with  the  Citizens'   Accord
Forum  unites,  supports  and  furthers
professionalism among more than  170
coexistence  practitioners  and  organi-
zations  across  Israel.  It  promotes  a
coordinated  effort  toward  a  cohesive
Israeli  society.  During  the  month  of
November,  the  Coexistence  Network
launched,  for  the  first  time  in  Israel,
Tolerance  and  Coexistence  Month,
during   which   more   than   seventy
activities   and  events  were  held  to
advance Jewish-Arab equality and co-
existence.

`The  Abraham  Fund',  concluded

Be'eri-Sulitzeanu,   `with  its  diverse
and   fully   integrated   staff,   works
relentlessly towards a better future - a
future  in  which  both  Jews  and Arabs
can    live    side    by    side,    respect,
communicate and accept the other' I



ls  RICHARD  DAWKINS
AN  ANTl-SEMITE?

Geoffrey Cantor

RABBI     PROFESSOR     SIR
Jonathan  Sacks  noted  with
concern in a recent article, that

religion  has  recently  come  under
searing attack in a number ofbestselling
books.    At   the    time    of   writing
Christopher Hitchens ' Goc7 z.a IVo/ Greczz
has  been  in  the  New  York  Times'
bestseller  list  for  twenty  weeks  and
Richard  Dawkins'  77ze  Goc7 De/zfsJ.o#

just dipped out of the top 35 after being
listed for the past year. Nor is the Chief
Rabbi  alone.  Prompted  by  similar
concerns  the  Reform  Movement's
Assembly  of Rabbis  recently  held  a
seminar on Dawkins' book.

77ze Goc7 De/24sz.o7? has sparked much
controversy and a flurry of responses,
such as The Dawkins Delusion dy I:he
Oxford theologian Alister MCGrath. Of
greater relevance to readers of A44AV4
is   John   Comwell's   Dcz7.i^;z.7? 's  j4#ge/..
An   Angelic   Riposte   to   The   God
De/c/sz.o#. Comwell is widely respected
for  his   carefully  documented  book
fJz.Z/er 's Paye in which he showed that
Pope Pius XII assisted the Nazis to act
against  the  Jews.  In  this  new  book
Comwell,  a  liberal  Catholic,  offers  a
measured  response  to  a  number  of
Dawkins'   main   arguments.   It  is   a
delight to  read  after the  shrill  tone  of
The God Delusion.

The  purpose  of  this   article  is   in
addition  to  focus  on  four  aspects  of
The  God Delusion  relating to  Jews.  1
start with a brief mention of Dawkins'
encounter  with   Lord   Winston,  the
medical  scientist,  and then turn to  his
mischaracterization   of   Einstein's
writings  on  religion.  His  views  about
Jewish  clannishness  and  about  Hitler
are  discussed  in  the  third  and  fourth
sections.

According to Dawkins, religion is at
base  an  irrational  belief  in  a  super-
natural  being.   As   a  rationalist  and
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scientist he flnds such beliefs unaccept-
able.   He   makes   no   differentiation
between  the  many  different  forms  of
religion,  between,  say,  the  most  dog-
matic  fundamentalist  and  a  Burmese
Buddhist monk, or between the many
different facets of any one religion. All
forms   of  religion  are   dismissed  as
utterly objectionable. As Comwell and
other critics have pointed out, he holds
an  impoverished view  of religion  and
many of his criticisms miss their mark.

This limitation on his understanding
of  religion   emerges   clearly   in   a
conversation` with Lord Winston which
is  reported  in  The   God  Delusion.
Dawkins    claims    that    he    almost
persuaded  Winston  to  admit  that  `he
didn't   really   believe   in   anything
supematural'.  When pressed, Winston
had   `said   he   found   that   Judaism
provided a good discipline to help him
structure his life and lead a good one.
Perhaps it does, but that, of course, has
not  the  smallest  bearing  on  the  truth
value of any of its supernatural claims,
say  Dawkins."   They  seem  to  have
talked past one another. Dawkins failed
to  understand  that  Winston's  daily
performance of mitzvoth in accordance
with Jewish tradition is a cnicial aspect
of his religion nor did he comprehend
that Winston did not have to go around
proclaiming    his    belief   in    some
supernatural being.

In  contrast  to  this  brief  encounter
with  Winston,  Dawkins  devotes  sev-
eral pages to showing that Einstein was
an  atheist.  For  his  understanding  of
Einstein's   attitude  towards  religion,
DaNIkir\s relied on Einstein and Religion
(1999)  by  the  Israeli   physicist  and
philosopher  of physics  Max  Jammer.
Dawkins could not have made a better
choice, since Jammer offers a detailed
and  balanced  account  of  Einstein's
views. But there is immense difficulty

in reconciling Dawkins'  interpretation
with Jammer's text since he has cherry-
picked  only  those  parts  of Jammer's
discussion that  fit his  own  views  and
ignored  the  rest.  By  so  doing  he  has
written   an   untenable   account   of
Einstein.

Here  is  a  quotation  from  Jammer's
book  recounting   a  conversation  in
which  Einstein  stated   `what  really
makes  me  angry  is  that  they  people
who say there is no God quote me for
support    of    such    views'.2    Since
Dawkins has done just that, he has not
heeded Einstein's counsel. Nor has he
taken cognisance of the many passages
in  which  Einstein  expressed  his  con-
sistent and deep opposition to atheism.

What Dawkins finds most appealing
about  Einstein  is  his  rejection  of the
idea   of  a   personal   God.   Indeed,
Dawkins  cites  Einstein at the  head  of
one of his chapters: `1 don't try to imag-
ine a personal God  . . . '3 This is indeed
a crucial  aspect of Einstein's religion.
In   1940  when  Einstein's  rejection  of
this   notion  became  widely  known,
many  religious  people  took  offence.
Yet,   as  Jammer  makes  abundantly
clear, rejection of a personal God does
not imply the denial of any God.

Einstein's    notion    of    God    is
complexand  I   can  merely  sketch  it
here.  In  contrast  to  a  personal  God,
Einstein  envisaged  what  he  called  a
`cosmic   religion'.   This   religion   is

founded on our ability to glimpse God
if we look beyond the physical universe
and   the    laws    governing   natural
phenomena.  Einstein  found  that  the
writings of Spinoza resonated with his
own views, and similarities can also be
drawn with Maimonides' discussion of
the  nature  of  God.  To  one  enquirer
Einstein   responded   succinctly:   `1
believe in Spinoza's God who reveals
himself in the orderly harmony of what
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exists,  not  in  a  God  who  concerns
himself  with  fates   and  actions  of
human beings. '4

I  am  not  sure  whether  Dawkins  is
right to describe Einstein as a pantheist,
but    he    is    incorrect    to    portray
Einstein's   pantheism   as   virtually
indistinguishable     from     atheism.
`Pantheism,'   writes   Dawkins,   `is

sexed-up  atheism.'5  This  ignores  the
fact that Einstein's God was not nature
writ  large  but,  as  several  passages
quoted in Jammer's book demonstrate,
Einstein  considered  God  to  transcend

Dowlins possesses
such a linited
conception Of

religion that he
seems unable to
comprehend that

Einstein was not an
atheist and thereby

seriously
misrepresents

Einstein's views.

nature.  Nature  is  not  God.  Rather  is
God  manifested  `in  the  laws  of the
Universe as  a  spirit vastly  superior to
that of man'.6 Dawkins possesses such
a limited conception of religion that he
seems  unable  to   comprehend  that
Einstein was not an atheist and thereby
seriously  misrepresents   Einstein's
views.

There  are  also  some darker themes•Tn The God Delusion. Wrth some glee

Dawkins argues that Jews are exclusive
and that such commandments as `Thou
shalt not kill' apply only to fellow Jews
and not to non-Jews, thus leaving Jews
free to murder everyone else. Likewise,
he interprets the command in Leviticus
to  `love  thy  neighbour  as  thyself'  as
applying  only  to  Jewish  neighbours,
but  brazenly   overlooks  the   verse
requiring the Jew to love  `the stranger
that dwelleth with you'.

Although  much  has  been  written
about  the  sociology  of minority  reli-
gious  groups,  Dawkins  is  interested
only  in  demonstrating  Jewish  exclusi-
vity and he bases his discussion solely
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on  a  1995  paper by John Hartung,  an
Associate Professor of Anesthesiology
with a PhD in anthropology.7 Hartung
sees this in-group activity as an evolu-
tionary  strategy  for  self-preservation.
Although the paper amasses a number
of passages  from  the  Hebrew  Bible,
and  the   ro7zcz44,  Talmud  and  other
sources, it is a highly speculative piece
which covers a great deal of ground at
a  superficial  level.   Published  in  the
magazine  of  the  Skeptics  Society  in
1995, it is not a scholarly paper but an
ideologically  driven   article  under-
pinned  by  a  deep  antipathy  towards
religious groups in general and Jews in
particular. Yet Dawkins describes it as
a  `remarkable  paper  on  the  evolution
and biblical history of in-group moral-
ity  ...  [and]  out-group hostility'.

As  the  above  example  concerning
the  reading  of  Leviticus  indicates,
Hartung   uses   only   evidence   that
confirms  his   thesis  and  makes   no
attempt   to    analyse   his    material
critically.  He  also  quotes  the  highly
problematic results of the psychologist
George Tamarin whose experiments on
Israeli children appear to show a deep
hatred  towards  Arabs.   In  adopting
Hartung's thesis and citing Tamarin's
experiments   uncritically   Dawkins
shows  himself  unable  to  distinguish
between  questionable  science  and  a
scientiflc  argument  based  on  solid
findings. It is disappointing to find this
public  champion  of science  parading
his   own   prejudices   by   accepting
evidence that supports his case and not
subjecting it to critical scrutiny.

Hartung,  in  turn,  has  championed
the   controversial  views   of  Kevin
MacDonald,  who  has  advanced  an
evolutionary  psychological   theory
about the power allegedly exercised by
the  Jewish  community  to  dominate
American society. His theory has been
widely  criticized  by  eminent  fellow
scientists, including Steven Pinker and
John Tooby.  Moreover,  MacDonald's
work has been well received by white
supremacist groups and he himself was
awarded a prize by a white nationalist
organization.

By  following Hartung  and portray-
ing  Jews  as  utterly  clannish,  hating
those  outside the  clan  and refusing to
extend their in-group morality to  out-
siders,  Dawkins  trades  in  grotesque
stereotypes.  He  aligns  himself  with
highly questionable bedfellows whose
writings play into the hands of extrem-
ists on the racist political right.  Given
that  he  charges  religion  with  being
socially  divisive,  he  should  scrutinize
the policies of these extremists.

When  Dawkins  comes  to  discuss

Hitler he seeks to show that Hitler was
not an atheist but retained some belief
in  Catholicism  -  thus  explaining  his
anti-Semitism. This provides a conven-
ient answer to those critics who  claim
that  Hitler  was  an  atheist  and  that
atheists,  and  not just  religious  people
can  act  monstrously.  Dawkins  then
writes: `Individual atheists may do evil
things but they don't do evil things  in
the  name  of atheism...  Hitler  did  ex-
tremely evil things, in the name of. . . an
insane and unscientific eugenics theory
tinged  with  sub-Wagnerian  ravings'.8
Dawkins  thereby  clears  science  of all
responsibility.

But  in  propagating  and  endorsing
Hartung's  views  about  Jews  is  not
Dawkins     likewise     adopting     an
inadequate  scientific  theory  potent
with  racist  implications?  Moreover,
although  Nazi   ideology  was   also
influenced  by  other  facets  of  anti-
Semitism,  Hitler's  ideas  about  race
were  legitimated  and  given  scientific
authority by many of the leading race
scientists of the day, such as Hans F.K.
Gtinther, Fritz Lenz, Houston Stewart
Chamberlain,  and Ludwig Woltmann.
Although some dissented,  in the early
decades of the twentieth century a very
large number of scientists and doctors
accepted  as  scientific  the  theory  that
the  races  had  evolved  and  that  Jews
were  inferior.  As  far  as  they  were
concerned this was not `an insane and
unscientific  eugenics  theory'  but  the
best science of the day.

Evil things have certainly been done
in  the  name  of religion.  But,  as  the
well-documented  example  of  Nazi
racist theories demonstrates, they have
also  been  caITied  out  in  the  name  of
science.     Dawkins     proposes     the
elimination  of religion.  But  would  an
atheism,   claiming  to   be  based  on
Science,  lead  to  a  better  world?  Like
Comwell, I have serious doubts .

Endnotes
I  /ewz.sfa  Cfero#j.c/e,  14  September 2007.
2 Da:w:ki:us, The God Delusion, 35 .
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4  Dawkins,  31.
5  Tammer,  49.
6  Dawkins, 40.
7  Tammer,  148.
8  Hartung's paper,  `Love thy Neighbour: the

Evolution of in-Group Morality', can be
found at http ://strugglesforexistence.com/
?p=articleLp&id=13.
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IN  1965  I  WAS  A YOUNG ART
director working for a large London
advertising  agency.  I  had  had  a

rigorous art school training in painting,
illustration and calligraphy. But after a
compulsory two year stint as a National
Serviceman, I was keen to earn a steady
living  and  gravitated  into  the  rather
glamorous world of advertising.

I had married Sheila in  1958 and by
1965  we had a son of five and a very
young daughter.

These  were  the  years  of Kennedy,
Macmillan,  Khruschev  and  Wilson.
They  were  also  the  years  of  Mary
Quant,  Twiggy,  Jean  Shrimpton,  the
Rolling  Stones,  Camaby  Street,  The
Beatles   and   the   King's   Road   in
Chelsea, a place I visited frequently as
an art director overseeing photographic
sessions   for  many   of  my  agency
clients.

Working in the creative department
of an agency entailed hiring freelance
photographers whose work contributed
greatly towards making  our press  ads
and      posters       mouth-wateringly
beguiling  and  exciting  -  or  so  we
hoped.

Bob Freeman was one of a number
of  freelance  photographers   I   had
worked  with  over  the  years.  He  had
also gained a reputation as one of the
favoured    photographers    of   The
Beatles.

One October afternoon in 1965, Bob
visited  me  in  my  agency  studio  in
Grosvenor  Street  and  in a reversal  of
roles, asked me if I would like to work
on a freelance commission for him. He
showed  me  a  colour  transparency  he
had  taken  of The  Beatles  for  a  new
album  they  were  putting  together
which might be called Ra/bber Slo2//.

ItookBob'stransparencyhomewith
me and told Sheila about this nice little
freelance job  I  had  been  given.  After
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RUBBER
SOUL

AND
THE  DAY

I  MET THE

BEATLES
Charles Front

dinner and seeing my kids Jeremy and
Rebecca  safely  tucked  up  in  bed,  I
began  scribbling  down  some  ideas  of
the way I would fit the two word title
into the composition which showed the
four  heads  of George  Harrison,  John
Lennon,    Ringo    Starr    and    Paul

Mccartney shot from below against a
dark green background of small leaves.
Everything in it was slightly elongated
and distorted.

The   distortion  had  happened  by
chance  when  the  board  on  which  the
transparency   was   being   projected
slipped  during  the  presentation,  and
then and there the decision was made
to  stay  with  the  elongated,   slightly
stretched  image  and  to  call  the  new
album Rubber Soul.

Having   produced   a   number   of
lettering ideas, a particular shape began
to  dominate  my  thoughts  - a  sort  of
drippy,  stretchy,  bulbous  fomi  that  I
imagined  a  globule  of latex  or  some
other viscous liquid might look like as
gravity took hold. At last I had a shape
that  began  with  a  single  point  and
swelled  out  heavily  at  the  base.  This
shape, I decided, fitted neatly into the
top left hand comer and complemented
the  image  of the  four  heads  of the
Beatles.

Over the next couple  of evenings I
pushed, pulled, squeezed and stretched
the  two  words  RUBBER  and  SOUL
until they got the message, and became
the  readable  and  unified  shape  I  was
looking for.

Bob came to my studio in Grosvenor
Street,  saw  my  lettering  and  later,  in
the early evening, we showed his photo
and   my   lettering   to   the   Beatles'
manager  Brian  Epstein  at  his  office
just off Bond Street. Having approved
our  efforts,   he   immediately  made
arrangements for us to present our work
to the boys themselves at Abbey Road.

A  crowd  of young  girls  clutching
autograph  books  watched  as  we  got
out  of Bob's  car  and  made  our  way
through  the  doors  of  the  St  John's
Wood  studios.  Once  inside,  we  were
led  along  a  corridor  and  into  a  large

continued on next page
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Over the riext coaple Of evenings I pushed,
pulled, squeezed and stretched the two words

R:UBBER and SOUL until they got the
message, and became the readable and unified

shape I was looJing f;or.

My initial shape into which the words RUBBER and SOUL were made to fit

My original RUBBER SOUL lettering shown to the Beatles in Abbey Road
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acoustically  insulated  studio.  Ringo
Starr, sitting at his drums, nodded to us
as  we  walked  towards  the  control
room. George Martin, the producer, sat
at a long sound-mixing desk with John,
Paul and George.  Bob Freeman and I
waited  while  they  discussed   some
esoteric points about the recordings.

At  a  break  in  their  deliberations,  I
was  introduced  to  them,  and  showed
the   lettering   I   had   created   to   be
superimposed on Bob's photo of them.
I    recall    George    Harrison,    Paul
Mccartney  and  George  Martin  all
enthusiastically  approving  my  work,
and John Lennon's grudging approval
- he had, after all, attended art school
in Livexpool, and his cocky arrogance
was hard to hide.

In  the  next  few  evenings  I  made
another piece of artwork, but with very
slight  and  subtle  alterations  to  the
letter forms and spaces between. This
became the lettering that appeared on
the album cover.

Rubber   Soul   wa,s   relea,sed   on
3  December   1965   and  became   an
immediate success.

I was paid twenty-flve guineas, and
given a record sleeve -an empty record
sleeve.  What  was  even  more  galling
was  that I was never credited  for my
part in the cover design.

In subsequent years my jig/boer So#/
lettering bas been marketed throughout
the  world  and  used  on  merchandise
such  as  shoulder  bags,  silk  ties,  post
cards and alami clock faces and so on,
and so on -and no word of recognition
from either EMI or Apple Corps.

In  1984,  an  exhibition  entitled  77ze
j4rz  o/ /fee  Becz//es  was  held  at  the
Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool. Mike
Evans  who  wrote  the  text  for  the
accompanying catalogue said: "Antici-
pating    the    earliest   US    inspired
psychedelia by nearly a year, the typo-
graphy of Rzfbber So"/ is as important
as the photograph. The Disney-ish let-
tering became de rigueur of the poster
art of the flower power generation that
initially blossomed on America's West
Coast in  1966, while the image distor-
tion  of the picture hinted  at chemical
visions both sinister and sublime."

Yet it was only forty-two years after
the  release  of  the  album  that  Bob
Freeman, after a number of emails and
letters had been exchanged, unhesitat-
ingly confirmed my contribution to the
success of the cover design.

A footnote to the story: My original
lettering went for auction at Bonhams
in January 2008. It fetched £8,000 .

CHARLES FRONT Aas beef? fAe .4r/ Dz./.ec/or
of MA:NIA for neal-ly a quc[J.ter of a century.
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BARRY  HYMAN  TALKS  TO

BARRY HYVAN

Q.. Where were you born and brought
"p.?

A:  I  was  born  in   1941   in  Airthrey
Castle,   a   1790s   Robert  Adam
building  in  the  Ochil  Hills.  My
father had to schlep a mohel up from
Glasgow.  My  parents  had  been
evacuated  to  Scotland  and  I  spent
my early  years  in Alloa,  until  the
war ended.

Q; No Scottish lineage then?
A:  No.  Traditional  Polish-Russian

grandparents,  and parents who  are
first generation East End English.

Q.. So,  back to  England  in  1945  and
then?

A:  Stamford  Hill,  a  centre  for  those
London Jews who had escaped the
poverty   of   the   East   End.   A
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wonderful  primary  school  called
Tyssen  with  an  inspirational  tiny
Irish   Catholic   teacher,   Mary
Neligan,  and  cheder four times  a
week  at  the  New   Synagogue,
Egerton  Road,  the jewel  in  the
United Synagogue crown.

Q.. An observant household?
A:  Not  at  all.  We  lived  above  my

matemal grandparents, until we got
our new Council flat at £2 a week
rent in  1948. Zez.c7c7 would not have
known  a  shul  from  an  aircraft
hangar. My father was a thrice a year
worshipper.  I  was  the  first  one  to
show  an  interest  and  stayed  at
cheder until I was flfteen to take the
US  Board  of Education's  School
Certificate.

Q.. And day school?
A:  Extremely   bright   at   primary

school, I  was  soon  a very  average
pupil at Owen's, then in Islington,
now in Potters Bar. We Jewish boys
used to get the bus from the Angel
to   Woburn   House   for   Kosher
dinners. I was far more interested in
drama  than  study,  and  spent  too
much time on it, messing up my 0-
levels, but studying harder for my
A-levels.  I had already determined
that   I   was   not   going   on   to
University,  but  was  desperate  to
follow my talented older cousin into
Advertising.  I  failed  to  get  in  and
reluctantly took my parents ' advice
to try for Marks & Spencer. I got a
job at the Hackney Store, a tuppeny
bus  ride  from home  and decided I
would  give  it  a  couple  of years.  I
stayed for thirty-five.

Q; How  did your  interest in Judaism
develop?

A:  I  guess  it  started  with  the  cheder
lessons  four  times  a  week  and
singing in the shul Choir.  I had an
outstanding soprano  voice  until  it
broke.  When  I  was  seventeen my
youth  club,  Clapton Jewish Youth
Centre, was the first Association of
Jewish Youth club to organize a trip
to  Israel. A week each way  on the
boat, an old tub called the SS Artza,
which       should      have       been
decommissioned years before, plus
four  weeks  there.  We  saw  the
country from Lebanon to Eilat. I had
never  been  abroad,   or  farther
than Margate  for  that  matter.  I
visited  family  on Kfar Blum  and,
like so many of us on that amazing
trip, formed an affection for Israel.
The  cost?  Sixty  pounds,  heavily
subsidized by the Jewish Agency, to
encourage aliyah. That didn't work
-many of us got involved in Jewish/
Zionist  organizations.  My  parents
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could  not  afford  the  £60,  but my
Club Leader was so determined that
I should go, that he suggested £40.
God bless you Lou Rose.

Q.. So at this stage you are still involved
in the Orthodox Jewish sphere?

A:Yes,    but    not    in    synagogue
attendance, except for singing in the
choir for weddings at ten bob a time.
Like many, you're brought up in the
US, so why move somewhere else
and not go to shul there, when you
can not go to a shul you know.

Q.. So what brought you into the Rof;orm
Movement?

A:  Marriage.    My   father-in-law's
parents  had  been  the  founders  of
Raleigh Close United Synagogue in
Hendon, but he hadjoined the young
Hendon  Reform.  When  I  met  my
wife, we went regularly and in 1966
the lovely, gentle Rabbi Arthur Katz
z'l married us. The shul was being
rebuilt,   so   the   ceremony  was
actually   in  West   London.   We
continued  to  be  fairly  regular
attenders, but it was a trifle stufty.
The rabbi intoned, the choir sang, no
one joined in. When I did, with my
choral  background,  I  got the  odd
look  of incomprehension.  Despite
going regularly no  one ever asked
if we would like to join a committee
or  get  involved  in  any  way.  The
established   leadership   had,   it
seemed to me, been there for ever
and intended to keep it that way.

Q; So what took you elsewhere?
A:  A house move. We found a house in

Bushey  Heath  in  1973.  `What  are
you going out there for?' asked one
relative.  Well,  as most people then
only took a one-way trip to Bushey,
in a box, it was a fair question. We
found that the  embryonic  Bushey
and District Jewish Community had
been established in 1971  as a break
out    from    Edgware    Reform.
Membership twenty families, it met
fortnightly  in  a  local  church.  The
first time we went, there was no one
there.  It was  the  wrong  week.  We
went  back  and  after  going  three
times running I was clearly regarded
as  rmesfe"ggefe /7"772  and  whipped
into the RItual Committee by Rolfe
Roseman, who with David de Lange
z'1  was  the  prime  religious  mover
in the community.

Q.. What form  did your  involvement
take?

A:. We  met  for  a,n  Oneg  Shabbat
fortnightly in members' houses and
soon Rolfe had persuaded me that I
could lead services. Our own house
was   one   of  many  to   host  the
community in those early days for
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O#egz.",  cheder,  Adult Education.
We  had  a  sukkah  to  which  the
cheder   kids   came.   They   met
courtesy     of     the     Nuns      in
Rosary Priory,  two  minutes  from
our  house.  The  community's  first
ever  second  day  Rosh  Hashanah
service was held chez nous too, led
by  a bright  young student  Rabbi
Romain.

Q; So were you interested only in the
religious side of things?

A:  I  served  on  Council  and  followed
Rolfe  as  Chairman  from  1979  to
1982. By that time we were over 150
families  and there was pressure to
find  our own  premises.  A church
became available in Radlett and for
two  years  I  negotiated  with  the
Church  Authorities.  In  the  end,
literally on my last day as Chaiman,
I got the deeds and it was ours. We
became  Radlett  &  Bushey  soon
after.

Q.. How did you fit M&S in?
A:  If it had not been for them I could

not have  managed.  My  secretary,
now  a  shul  member,  did  all  the
minutes, the High Holyday tickets,
articles for the press and knew more
about the shul than most members.
I also used M&S ' photocopying and
post  department  facilities  fairly
liberally in, I determined, the Name
of Heaven.

Q: How did the rest of the family come
into the picture?

A:  Judith,  my wife, became  secretary
to  my  successor  as  chairman.  She
currently  co-manages  the  shul
library.  All  three  children,  now  in
their thirties, were barfoat mitzvah
at the  shul.  I  had  visited Tashkent
and  Samarkand  for  the  National
Council  for  Soviet  Jewry,  so  they
were   twinned   with   refusenik
children.  Our  oldest  and  his  wife
now belong to West London, where
Rabbi Malcolm Cohen performed a
baby    naming    for    our    first
grandchild.

Q.. What did you actually do at M&S?
A:  I  spent five years in stores, twenty

in  buying  departments  and  the
Design  Group,   my  last  ten   in
Corporate Affairs,  which  included
PR, Publications, Media Relations,
Conferences,  Customer  Services
and the Company Archive.  It gave
me the weaponry to fulfil my final
role,  when I took early retirement
in  1995.

Q.. Which was?
A:  Public Relations adviser to the new,

young, dynamic Head of RSGB, one
Rabbi Tony Bayfield.

Q.. Who found whom?

A:  I read in the t/C a report from that
year's European Region Conference
of the World Union of Progressive
Judaism. In it Tony said that he was
running a million pound `business'
and spending zilch on marketing.  I
wrote to him offering my services,
Ruth Cohen, one of RSGB's finest
ever leaders, interviewed me, and I
began a seven year stint in which I
was able to help put Reform more
firmly  on the map than hitherto.  I
wrote to papers to put our point of
view and to profile Rabbi Bayfield.
I  encouraged  VIPs  to  visit  the
Sternberg  Centre,  including  the
Head       of      BBC       Religious
Broadcasting, Charles Kennedy MP,
Labour Minister David Lammy and
the  then  new  MP Rudi  Vis.  I  also
hosted  Sir  Sigmund  Sternberg's
many  VIPs  on  tours  of the  site,
including many ambassadors, MPs
and the  Duke  of Edinburgh.  Ruth
Cohen   wanted   our   newsletter
updated so I took over that too. I also
visited synagogues with Director of
Synagogue Support David Jacobs to
advise on local publicity. All in all,
I felt very privileged to be involved
in putting something back into the
Movement.

Q.. And now - a gentleman Of leisure?
A:  Apart  from  looking  after  three

elderly parents with Judith, looking
forward  to  babysitting  our three
month old granddaughter, and lots
of visits to the theatre and cinema.

Q.. Who has been an influence in your
'z/e.?

A:  My  primary  school teacher Mary
Neligan who got 90 per cent of her
charges  to  Grammar  School,  my
Owen's    School    Head    Edwin
Burrough, who taught me that my
lazy  cockney  pronunciation  of
`raoo-way' should be `ray-ullway',

Rabbi Barbara Borts, who took our
already egalitarian community to a
greater understanding  of women's
role in all synagogue activities, and
Rabbi Hugo Gryn whose `Thought
for the  Day'  broadcast  about his
time in concentration camp I heard
before I got to know him. He gave
me permission to reproduce it in the
shul magazine. Whenever, and it is
all too often, I am at Hoop Lane for
a funeral I stop at Hugo's grave to
say Kaddish.

Q.. Any regrets?
A:  Not singing likeAI Jolson or dancing

like Fred Astaire.

BAL:RR:y HYP`11AII  is  Vice-President  Of Radlelt
&  Bushey  Reform  Synagogue  and former  PR
Consultant to  RSGB.
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The foood of Shock related books continues to grow. The Editor has been troubled ky the
fact that numbers of books come in for review. It does not seem right to ignore them and yct it is nat

clear that MANNA readers wi:ll want to read moi.e and more reviews of Holocaust material MANNA inwited
Ben Barkow, the Director Of the Wiener Library, which specialises in Holocaust material, to comme:nt

on the seendngly endl.ess foow of these books and to put them in a comprchensthle context.

ivl%rulNIA
ESSAY

TELLING IT AS IT WAS -
THE HOLOCAUST SIXTY VIARS ON

IN THE HISTORY OF WRITING
about the Holocaust over the last
half century, two intellectual land-

marks  stand out above others and can
be conveniently taken as the points of
departure and arrival for the jouniey
scholars  and academies  have under-
taken during that time.

Th!e ffrsit is The Destruction  Of the
E"rapccz72  Jei4;g,  originally  published
in  1961  by  Raul  Hilberg  (third  and
definitive edition, 2003); the second is
Nazi Germany and the Jews Volume 2 :
The  Years   Of  Extermination:   1939-
J94J,  by  Saul  Friediander,  published
in English earlier this year.

Both     books     represent     quite
astonishing  achievements.  Hilberg's
opus was the standard work for over 40
years; he dominated a fleld of enquiry
he   did   more   than   perhaps   any
individual  to  establish.  Friedlander's
second volume (the first, published ten
years ago, although very well received,
did not make quite. the same impact) is
set  to  become  the  central  text  for
students for the foreseeable future.

These  two  books  approach  their
shared  subject  in  radically  different
ways.  Hilberg's  work  is  all  about
process  -  `the  sheer  mechanism  of
destruction,' as he vividly phrased it in
the preface to the second edition.  His
study was not intended to be `about the
Jews'   but  about  `the  people  who
destroyed  the  Jews'.  Hilberg  would
focus on the Germans, specifically on
their bureaucracy.  He would place no
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Ben Barkow

` emphasis on the effects of the German

measures upon Jewry in Germany and
elsewhere.  We  shall  not  dwell  on
Jewish suffering. . . ' Why? He intended
his text to `serve as a test of social and
political theories. But to perform such
tests, it is not enough to know that the
Jews  have  been  destroyed;  one  must
also  grasp  how this  deed  was  done,'
quoted  from  the  preface  to  the  first
edition. Thus, Hilberg's was a history
of Jewish destruction told without the
voice of the Jews.

By contrast, Friedlander has brought
the personal experiences of the victims
close to the centre of his investigation.
In  his  Introduction  he  writes,   `The
`history  of the  Holocaust'  cannot  be

limited only to a recounting of German
policies,  decisions,  and measures that
led   to   this   most   systematic   and
sustained of genocides; it must include
the reactions and at times the initiatives
of the  surrounding  world  and  the
attitudes   of  the   victims   for   the
fundamental reason that the events we
call the Holocaust represent a totality
defined  by  this  very  convergence  of
distinct elements. ' Reading his text we
never escape what the oppression and
violence felt like to the ordinary human
beings  who  were  singled  out  for the
unimaginable horror.

The two books are products, notjust

of different  times,  but  of different
political epochs - Hilberg's  appeared
at the height of the  Cold War,  while
Friedlander' s belongs to the post-Cold
War, post 9/1 1  era.

It has been remarked that Hilberg's
great book in some .sense stands outside
the developing arguments and counter-
arguments  surrounding the Holocaust
and  this  may  also  be  the  destiny  of
Friedlander's.

What  sorts  of developments  have
taken place in the scholarship and writ-
ing  of the  about  the  Holocaust?  The
historiography can be viewed as hav-
ing  three  phases.  The  first,  from the
end  of the  war  until  the  end  of the
1960s, saw a number of books appear-
ing, including Gerald Reitlinger's 77ze
Fz.7?cz/ So/c/#.o7z  (1953), Hilberg's  great
work,  Hannah  Arendt's  Ez.ch777cz7777  I.72
Je7"Sc!/e77z  (1963),  and  H.G.  Adler's
great  study  of Theresienstadt  (1955).
Such works  chronicled the history of
what occurred but did not offer sophis-
ticated or lasting interpretations of the
events. Typical of them were the harsh
judgments  laid against Jewish leaders
of ghettos and communities.

During  the  1970s  one  of the  great
historiographical  debates  about  the
Holocaust took shape.  One viewpoint
was  propounded  by  historians  who
offered individual decisions and ideas
as     the     dominant     explanatory
mechanism  of events.  The  opposing
view arose from those who saw history
forged by impersonal institutions and



social  structures.  At  issue  was  the
question  of whether the Nazis  had  a
determined  intention  to  murder  the
European Jews, or whether this policy
emerged as the Second World War and
particularly the invasion of the Soviet
Union offered opportunities. Was Hitler
the central determining power or was he
a weak dictator, with policies resulting
from  inter-faction  rivalries  and  a
process of cumulative radicalisation?

The  former  position  came  to  be
known  as  Intentionalism  and  was
advanced by historians  such  as  Lucy
Dawidowicz  in  her  1975  book,  77ze
War  Against  the  Jews,  a,nd  Gerald
Fleming in his ground-breaking j7z.Z/er
and  the  Final  Solution,  or±gindlly
published in 1982, as a response to the
notorious  second  edition  of  David
Irving's j7z.Z/er 's  Wczr, with which his
career  as  a  Holocaust  denier  was
launched.  The  most  important  recent
statement of the Intentionalist case was
Daniel  J.  Goldhagen's  block-busting
and controversial book Hz.i/er 's Wz7Jz.7zg
Execz/fz.o77erLJ   of   1996.   Goldhagen
argued  that  a  straight  line  linked  a
peculiar    German    `eliminationist
antisemitism' and Hitler' s decision for
the   Final   Solution,   which   most
Germans profoundly longed for.

The     latter     position,     termed
Functionalism  or  Structuralism,  is
largely   associated   with   German
scholars such as Marin Broszat, Uwe
Dietrich Adam,  Hans Mommsen  and
the American scholar Karl Schleunes.
Schleunes' neatly formulated title, 77ze
Twisted  Road  to  Auschwitz  (|9r|2:),
sums up the essence of Functionalism:
there  is no  straight line  from Hitler's
beliefs  to  the  Holocaust.   Schleunes
presents a picture of the Third Reich in
the  1930s  as  one  in  which  different
Nazi  agencies  vied  over  `ownership'
of the  `Jewish problem'  and repeated
attempts  to tackle the  question,  from
economic boycott to  legislation, from
`Aryanisation'  to  emigration  ran  into

one  impasse  after  another.  The  Final
Solution was not Hitler's  decision.  It
emerged, partly from local initiatives,
to deal with the intractable problem of
the Jews as the Germans forged ahead
with   their   plans   to   reshape   the
demography of the occupied territories
to create Lebensraum, and particularly
as these plans were frustrated as their
war ambitions faltered.

During the 1990s this historiography,
initsthird,post-ColdWarphase,began
to   mature,   as   historians   such  as
Christopher  Browning  attempted  to
reconcile  these  seemingly  opposite
positions. Browning argued for a mid-
dlepositionof`moderatefunctionalism'
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which attributed a key role to Hitler's
beliefs  and  decision-taking  while  in-
sisting that Nazi Jewish policy evolved
rather than followed a programme. For
Browning Hitler's  threats  against the
Jews  before   1939  were  not  to  be
viewed with hindsight, but understood
in terms  of his  thinking  at the  time.
Browning  focused  on  the  previously
ignoredperiodofl939-1941,whenthe
Germans scored huge victories in their
war of invasion and their Jewish policy
revolved around a series of forced re-
settlement  plans.  Decisions  for  these
plans were taken in the wake of victory
but  each  was  frustrated  in  its  imple-
mentation.  As  frustration  grew,  the
decision for murder evolved. Browning
acknowledged  that  the  resolution  of
this debate hinged on establishing the
exact timing of the decision for murder
and that this apparent hair-splitting by
academies could seem distasteful to the
wider public.

More` recent studies  have  led us  to
understand that  while  Hitler was  the
key    figure,    policies    were    not
inplemented uniformly in all locations.
A  significant  number  of local  and
regional  studies  have  offered  a more
nuanced  and  complex  picture  of the
Holocaust  as  it unfolded  in  different
times and places.

In Germany in  1986  an intellectual
dispute  erupted  which  came  to  be
known as the ffz.szorz.frers/Fez.f,  or His-
torians'   Dispute.  A  battle  ensued
between right and left-wing intellectu-
als  about  how  Germany's  past,  and
specifically  the  Holocaust,  should be
interpreted.  The  debate  drew  its  heat
from  the  issue  of  relativising  the
Holocaust    and    exculpating    the
Germans of their historical guilt. Cen-
tral to the controversy was the question
of the uniqueness of the German crime.
The instigator of the debate, the right
wing historian Emst Nolte, argued that
German crimes against the Jews were
not unique, and were in fact a reaction
to  the  greater  crimes  committed  and
threatened  by  Stalin  in  the  Soviet
Union.  The  invasion  of the  Soviet
Union was essentially a defensive ac-
tion,   the   internment   of  Jews   in
Germany  a  response  to  Weizmann's
declaration  of Jewish  support for the
British.  This  dispute  produced  more
heat than light and reached no resolu-
tion.  The  gathering  pace  of political
change in eastern Europe culminating
in the fall of the Berlin Wall, rendered
it increasingly irrelevant.

The maturation of the historio graphy
Continued  throughout  the  1990s  and
into the new  century,  with  important
changes following in the wake of the

end of the  Cold War.  This led to the
opening up to western scholars of vast
stores  of archival material previously
controlled  by  the  east  Bloc  nations.
Many  of the  researchers  who  have
begun  to  work  on  the  material  have
come from a younger generation, less
weighed  down  with  the  ideological
baggage   that   had   shaped   earlier
debates. At the same time it has raised
new    questions    and    forced    re-
examinations of old issues.  The flow
of publications  has  become  so  great
that no-one can hope to keep up with
it.   Even   a   survey   such   as   Z72e
Historiography  of  the  Holocaust,
publishedbyDanstonein2004bluntly
admits  that it can  only report on the
`major topics' .

These major topics include the role
of antisemitism in the Third Reich and
in the years before 1933, and how, and .
to what extent, it shaped Nazi policies
towards the Jews. It was long assumed
that  antisemitism  was  central  to  the
Nazi  Party's  success  in  coming  to
power. Yet more recently studies have
shown  that  antisemitism  played  a
relatively  minor  role  in  the  Party's
mass appeal in the years before it came
to   power,   and   no   studies   ha,ve
demonstrated that Germans as a whole,
or any factions within the Party before
1933  sought what came to be termed
the  Final  Solution.  The  argument  of
Daniel  J  Goldhagen,  that  Germans
have  been  imbued  for  centuries  with
eliminationist  antisemitism,  has  not
been  taken  up  by  scholars  studying
antisemitism  before  the  Nazi  era.
While it is taken for granted that there
could have been no Holocaust without
antisemitism, the role of antisemitism
before  and  during  the  Nazi  era  had
been  largely  ignored  by  the  major
debates  such  as  intentionalism versus
functionalism   and   is   an   area   of
increasing interest to researchers.

The study of Nazi expropriation has
also   become   more   nuanced   and
detailed.  Regional  and  local  studies
added hugely to the weight of detail of
what  is  known.  Just  as  significantly
they  pointed  out  that  `Aryanisation'
was frequently more a matter of local
initiative than central direction. The role
of bureaucracies,  especially  finance
bureaucracies has been highlighted and
have  come  to  be  characterised  as  a
`bureaucracy  of death'.  The  role  of
banks  and  insurance  companies  also
came  to  the  fore  as  international
scandals erupted regarding stolen gold
and Swiss bank accounts of Holocaust
victims.  Among  the  conclusions  of
such studies, it has emerged that direct
financial  gain  was  not  the   chief
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motivation  for  banks  and  insurers.
Rather   they   sought   to   position
themselves favourably with the regime
to protect future profitability.

Commissions of historians were set
up  in the  1990s to investigate Jewish
expropriation in several countries and
these  have  tended  to  highlight  links
between the theft  of Jewish property
and wider policy  regarding  countries
occupied by the Nazis.

Most of the  studies  in recent years
have     examined     the     issue     of
expropriation  from  the  pexpetrator's
viewpoint. Little has been done to write
the  history  of expropriation  from  a
Jewish perspective. A pioneering work
by the Israeli scholar Avraham Barkai,
From  Boycott  to  Armihilation  (\98])
has  not  been  followed  up  in  any
meaningful way.

An emotive topic of mainly Jewish
scholarly debate has been the question
of  Jewish  resistance  to  the  Nazi
onslaught.  Again,  the  analyses  have
matured  over  the  decades,  from  an
early  and  harsh  distinction  between
glorious  armed  resistance  fighters  on
the one hand and passive `1ambs to the
slaughter' on the other. Early writings,
particularly  those  produced  in  Israel,
saw resistance fighters as a breed apart,
imbued   with   the   qualities   that
underpinned  the  new  state,  while
Diaspora  Jews  were  somehow  more
passive    and    easy   to    victimise.
Gradually more nuanced and realistic
pictures  have  been  drawn,  which
increasingly  seek  to  set resistance  in
the wider context of Jewish life under
Nazi   oppression.   The  concept  of
spiritual  resistance,  expressed  in  the
Hebrew  term  j477tz.c7czfa,  is  of  interest,

pointing to a host of non-violent ways
inwhichJewsresistedtheNaziattempt
to obliterate them. A fine example can
be  found  in  the  Wiener  Library -  a
1000  page  manuscript  written  in  the
Theresienstadt ghetto in the spring and
summer  of  1944.  The  manuscript
offers  a  detailed  account  of how the
author,  Philipp  Manes,  helped  his
fellow inmates endure the hardships of
the  ghetto,  particularly  by  organising
over 500 evenings of lectures, musical
performances and play readings. These
activities  helped  him  and  the  other
inmates maintain what was  central to
them -their identity as Jews rooted in
German culture and civilisation. Half a
century  ago  Manes  would  probably
have  been  dismissed  contemptuously
as  a  `1amb'  or worse,  as  helping  the
Nazis  to  subdue  the  doomed  Jews.
Today it is realistic to  claim for him
the  standing  of a  resister:  one  who
refused to collude with the Nazi wi.sh
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to  expel him fi.om his  homeland and
his native culture.

A fascinating  area  of research  and
study is that of the topography of the
Holocaust.  By  examining  the  land-
scapes and sites in which the murders
were perpetrated, fresh perceptions can
be  gained  into  the  killing  processes.
One  example,  given  by  the  scholar
Andrew Charlesworth: the majority of
the death camps and killing fields were
located in the vast belt of sand stretch-
ing from Northern Gemiany to Russia.
`Sand,'   to  quote  Charlesworth,   `is

everywhere  in  the  descriptions  of
body disposal and killing sites. ' Sandy
locations   were   favoured   by   the
Einsatzgruppen  as  murder  sites  be-
cause the geology made it easy to bury
and dispose of bodies. An equally in-
teresting  insight:  the  concentration
camp at Plazow, featured in Sc72z.77c7Jers
I;z.sZ, was located in an undulating ter-
raln and the house of the Commandant,
Goeth, was sited below the camp. This
did not fit with cinematic convention
or  the  moral  point  that  Spielberg
wished to  convey,  so  he  inverted the
topography, placing Goeth's villa, the
source of evil, above the camp, rather
as the house containing the mad killer
glowers   over  the  Bates  motel  in
Hitchcock' s Psj;oho.

In discussing the topography of the
camps,  Charlesworth  points  out  that
that  these  sites  of incarceration  and
death are almost always examined and
`understood'  from  the  perspective  of

the victims. Yet they were chosen by
the  perpetrators,  and  an  imaginative
view from this perspective may reveal
new insights. Thus, a pleasant place or
day might  add to  the  torment  of the
victins, but to the perpetrators it might
spur  them  on,  `because  they  could
believethattheywereriddingthescene
of  what   threatened   to   make   it
unpleasant. ' A photographic exhibition
held at the Wiener Library some years
ago  underscored  this  approach:  the
Umschlagplatz in the Warsaw Ghetto
had become  a  children's  playground;
the Reichs  Chancellery  in Berlin had
become  an  unprepossessing  office
building with a Chinese restaurant on
the  ground  floor.  Such  images  are
shockingly   incongruous   but   also
illuminate  afresh the  great phrase  of
Hannah Arendt about the banality  of
evil.

Awayfromtheworldofscholarship,
some  individual  works  targeting  the
general reader are interesting to look at
for what they reflect about the position
of the Holocaust today.

The   World   Must  Know   (Iohas
Hopkins  University  Press,  2006)  by

Michael  Berenbaum  is  that  least
attractive  of  artefacts,  a  Holocaust
coffee   table   book.   Subtitled   T7ze
History Of the Holocaust as told in the
United  States  Holocaust  Memorial
A4„See/7", this is the second edition of a

book first published in 1993. The fact
that it is in some sense a guide to the
American Museum points to one of its
limitations -it is aimed at an American
public and carries a more or less explicit
message about the virtues of American
democracy and the American way of
life.

Berenbaum offers neat and concise
summaries of a large number of topics,
arranged  in  broadly  chronological
order,  but  the  book  lacks  an  overall
unifying    narrative.    The    volume
concludes  with  this  thought:   `The
United  States  Holocaust  Memorial
Museum  reminds  each  of us  how
fragile democracy is and how vigilant
we must  all  remain in  defending the
core  American  values  -  indeed,  the
core  human  values  -  of individual
dignity, social justice, and civil rights. '

lIvhether  or not the  core American
values are the core human ones is, in
my view, a moot question. The scholar
of Holocaust memorials and museums
James Young has suggested that a test
for a Holocaust site is whether visitors
emerge    asking    questions    about
themselves  and  their  society.  If this
holds,    ought   the   United   States
Holocaust   Memorial   Museum   to
encourage  young  Americans  to  look
more  critically  at the history  of their
own  country  and  ask  whether  the
genocidal impulse played  any part in
shaping   it?   And   does   the  rather
complacent tone of Berenbaum in the
citation  point  towards  a  degree  of
moral  evasion  on  the. part  of the
Museum?

Britain  produced  a  similar  coffee
table  Holocaust book in the  shape of
Sir  Martin   Gilbert's  Ivei;er  j4grz.7?
(2000),  designed  to  accompany  the
Holocaust  exhibition  at  the  Imperial
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War  Museum.  This  volume  shares
similar  limitations:  some  70  double-
page  spreads  give bite-size  chunks  of
information on specific topics but offer
only shallow insights.

Altogether more useful and solid is
The  Holocaust  Eneyclopedia  C2f )OT)
edited by Walter Laqueur. The essays
inthisvolume,manyrurmingtoseveral
pages,  offer  serious  and  scholarly
summaries of a vast range of subjects,
including  the  historiography  of the
Holocaust, orthodox religious thought,
resistance,   with   separate   articles
covering western and  eastern Europe
and  Holocaust  denial,  as  well  as
surveys  of countries  and  numerous
short biographies.  Laqueur's is  a tool
that can serve the general enquirer, the
school pupil  or student and  even the
professional.

One of the most interesting British
publishing  ventures  focusing  on  the
Holocaust is the Library of Holocaust
Testimonies, started by Frank Cass and
published    under    his    Vallentine
Mitchell  imprint.  Some  40  volumes
have been issued to date and make up a
profoundly  moving  collection  of the
voices  of experience.  The individuals
whose  stories we read in this Library
offer a necessary counterbalance to the
often  arcane  academic  debates  that
make up so much of the literature on
the   Holocaust.    These   first-hand
accounts speck to us with great vitality
and idiosyncrasy. They add the human
dimension  and  tell  us  how  it  felt  to
endure  such  hardships  and  go .on
afterwards.

Yet  these  simple-seeming  testi-
monies  need  to  be  approached  with
some degree of caution. These are not
in  any  sense  definitive  voices  of the
Holocaust.  They  are,  rather the testi-
monies of those able to  endure, those
who  were young,  healthy  and  strong
enough  to  have  long  post-war  lives.
For  each  of these  voices,  others  are
missing:  those who were  sick or sui-
cidal, middle-aged or elderly at the end
of the  war  and who  died before  the
trend  to  produce  Holocaust  memoirs
became  established.  The  Stories  we
read  in the  Library tend to  conclude
with  information  about  children  and
grandchildren and reflections on life' s
blessings, in spite of earlier trials  and
traumas. Indeed one is subtitled, flow J
turned Despair into an Appreciation Of
I z/e. Among the Wiener Library' s col-
lection  of  unpublished  first-hand
accounts, assembled in the second half
of the  1950s, there is one which ends
very differently. The author describes
sitting  alone  in  an unheated room  in
London,  suffering  from  multiple  ill-
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nesses,  struggling  to  come  to  terms
with  the  loss  of all  his  relatives  and
friends  and  feeling  entirely  over-
whelmed by the prospect of trying to
begin a new life in a strange and un-
welcoming environment. What b ecame
of that author is unknown, but reading
the account, the prospect of an old age
comforted  by  grandchildren  did  not
seem present for him.

The reliability of memory is another
issue.  It is  almost a truism that these
late  Holocaust  memoirs  contain  fac-
tual errors, and one should not turn to
them for a grounding in the history of
the  period.  But  despite  limitations,
first-hand  accounts  by  survivors  are
always significant and moving. Among
the volumes published recently one by
Bemo Benninga, born in the Nether-
lands,  entitled J#  Zzz.c7z.7zg,  (Vallentine
Mitchell,  2007)  is  particularly  vivid

and interesting. Benninga was a boy of
16 when his family was taken in by a
farmer and his wife in return for  100
Guilders per week and the promise of a
payment of 10,000  Guilders  after the
war if they survived. Unfortunately for
them, the farmer's wife, named `Tina'
in the book, tuned out to be emotion-
ally unstable  and verbally  abusive  in
the extreme. The sense of claustropho-
bia and desperate tension is tangible as
the family is forced to endure constant
threats  of  exposure,  constant  accu-
sations  of  stealing,  punctuated  by
physical assault. Written in a disarm-
ingly blunt and occasionally humorous
style, the author does not offer much
by way of interpretation of his experi-
ences  but  his  work  is  nevertheless
thought-provoking about how survival
achieved at such a cost might shape all
the  subsequent  development  of  an
individual and how this would play out
in children and grandchildren.

For many years those working in the
field    of   Holocaust    studies    and
commemoration  have  been  preparing
for  a  time  when  the  most  effective
educational  `tool'  they  possess,  the

survivor,  will  no  longer  be  able  to
testify  directly.  This  has  led to  some
fascinating  interview  projects  -  the
largest  and  best-known  is  of  course
Steven  Spielberg's  Shoah Foundation
archive,  a  monumental  achievement.
In the UK two much smaller initiatives
deserve  attention.  The  first,  initiated
by the Association of Jewish Refugees
and carried out by Anthony Grenville
and   Bea   Lewkowicz   is   entitled
Refugee  Voices  and  features   150
interviews  with  Jews  of  European
origin who found refuge in Britain.

The  other,  initiated by  the  Wiener
Library and  carried out by Katherine
Klinger,  is  known  locally  as   `The
Girls'   and,   when   complete   will
comprise  some  30  interviews  with
women who came to Britain as paul of
the group of around 800 orphans found
in camps, and which came to be known
as  The Boys,  since 90  percent of the
children were male.  These interviews
offer remarkable insights into how the
Holocaust  has  affected  the  lives  of
women, some of whom were so young
as to have no memory of the camps at
all.

A final issue we cannot escape is the
relationship  of the Holocaust to  other
genocides. For a very long time, many
Jewish writers argued fiercely that the
Holocaust was a unique crime, and that
comparison with  other mass  murders
meant  relativising  and  belittling  the
murder of the Jews.

Following the Rwandan genocide of
1994  this  line  has  been  harder  to
defend.  Raul  Hilberg  concluded  the
third  edition  of his  great  work  Z7!e
Destruction Of the European Jews dy
referring to that genocide. Indeed, his
closing words are a bleak, `History has
repeated itself. ' Institutions such as the
United  States  Holocaust  Memorial
Museum, Yad Vashem and the Wiener
Library  are  increasingly  concerning
themselves with the wider question of
genocide. This seems to me appropriate
in a world in which the annihilation of
whole   populations   is   apparently
coming to be seen by more and more
comipt and failing regines as a means
of clinging to power.

This is only a partial survey of the
progress  of  Holocaust  studies.  The
vastness      of      the      subject      is
overwhelming  and  it  continues  to
expand.  While  the  great  books  by
Hilberg and Friedlander, with which I
began,  pull  many  of  the  threads
together, the single book that embraces
the subject in its entirety does not exist.
Nor will it in our lifetime n

BenBirrkorw is the Director Of the Wiener Librc[ry.
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BUTTERFLY
SOARS

FOREVER
Andrew Goldstein

20

BUTTERFLIES   ARE   NOT
mentioned in the Bible. But they
must surely have existed in the

Near East in Biblical times. Strange that
such  a  beautiful  insect  should  be
ignored by the poets  who  wrote  the
Psalms  or  the  wise  authors  of the
Proverbs who made similes out of the
beauty  of so  many  living  things  in
nature.  Swallows, storks and sparrows
have  their place.  Gazelles,  lions  and
ostriches  attest  to  the  Psalmist's
observation  of nature,  but  not  the
pczrpczry the Modern Hebrew name for a
butterfty.

Late  in  the  twentieth  century,  the
butterfly  entered  the  imagination  of
many Jews through a poem written in
Terezin  Concentration  Camp  by  an
otherwise    unknown   poet,    Pavel
Friedman. `The Butterfly'  summed up
the  tragedy  of the  lost  beauty  of the
generation who perished in the Shoah
and it portrayed the transitory nature of
life.    Human    beings    trapped    as
helplessly as the butterfly caught in the
collector's  net, existence  snuffed  out
as  easily  as  the butterfly  squashed  in
the naughty child's fingers.

The poem was first published by the
State  Jewish  Museum  of  Prague  in
1959   in   a  book   entitled   Cfez./c7re72's
Drawings and Poems -Terezin 1942-
/944  edited  by  Hana  Volavkova.  In
those  dark  days  of  Communism  the
slim,  beautiful,  book  with  a  small
selection  of over  4000  drawings  and
hundreds   of  surviving   poems   by
children in Terezin was a statement of
the creativity of Jewish children even
in  the  face  of death.  But  Communist
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The last, the very last,
So richly, brighily, dazzlingly yellow.
Perhaps if the sun's tears would sing
Against a white stone ....

Such, such a yellow
Is carried lightly `way up high.
It went away I'm sure because it wished to
Kiss the world goodbye.

For seven weeks I've lived in here,
Permed ap inside this ghetto
But I have f;ound ray people here.
The dandelions call to me
And the white chestnut candles in the court.
Only I never sow another butterfly.

That butterfoy was the last one.
Butterflies don't live in here.
In the ghetto.
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ideology  could  not  acknowledge  too
openly the extent of Jewish suffering -
the  fact  that  Terezin  was  inhabited
almost  exclusively  by  Jews.   So  the
flyleaf  declared:   `A  total  of  around
15,000 children under the age of fifteen
passed   through   Terezin.   Of  these
around    100   came   back'.   In   the
otherwise fine Epilogue to the original
book,  Jiri  Weil  only  mentions  Jews
twice.  During  Communist  times  you
could tour Terezin, and unless you had
a Jewish guide, you were told only of
the    `Czechoslovak    citizens    who
perished at the hands of the fascists.'

Terezin  is  a  walled  military  town,
sixty kilometres north of Prague, built
in 1780 and named after Maria Tberesa
-      hence      its      German      name
Theresienstadt.  It  was  easy  to  turn  it
into a concentration camp in 1941  and
Jews   from  Bohemia  and  Moravia,
Germany and Western European coun-
tries   began   arriving   in   1942.   A
semblance of `normal' life was permit-
ted  to   deceive   the  prisoners   into
believing they were only being  `reset-
tled'  while the war raged outside, and
also to fool the Red Cross into believ-
ing the Jews were being protected not
exterminated.  Meanwhile  a  thriving
cultural  life  developed  in  the  prison
camp,  with  children  encouraged  to
paint  pictures  and  writs  poetry.  Visit
Terezin today and you can see exten-
sive displays of their art work as well
as a clear exposition of the real nature
of the camp. You can also see displays
of the adult artists, musicians and thea-
tre productions. Almost all of the artists

continued on next page
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were later transported to their deaths in
`the East', in Auschwitz and Treblinka.

In  the  first  editions  of  C7zj./c7re# 's
Drczwz.#gr   the   poem   entitled   `The
Butterfly'   had   at   its   foot   `Pavel
Friedman  4.6.1942'  and  for years the
author was assumed to be a child. Only
in later editions were the  dates of his
birth  and  death  given  on  the  page,
although they are hidden away  in the
notes  of the  first  edition  But  most
people saw the writer of this, by now,
iconic poem as a child. In the  1980s a
haunting melody was composed for the
poem  by  Lisa  Glatzer  Shenson,  and
soon  it  became  popular  in  American
summer camps, and then made its way
to Britain. It quickly became an anthem
of the  Shoah  thanks  to  its  evocative
words   and  melody.   This   otherwise
unknown  Czech boy's  poem  came  to
feature  in  many  an  adult  Holocaust
memorial service and has been printed
in several modem Jewish prayer books.
Later   editions   of  the   Cfez./Jre7z's
Drczwz.ngs gave the book a new title: J
Never Sow Another Butterfly.

And then the twist in the tale began
to   emerge.   In  2006   an  American
woman Sue Klau visited the Holocaust
museum in Houst-on and saw the poem
displayed  near  the  statement  that  1.5
million  Jewish  children  died  in  the
Holocaust.  She came up with the idea
of   collecting    1.5    million    paper
butterflies from around the world, and
getting  children to  colour their wings
and write  their name  and  age  on one
wing.  Sue  would  then  write,  on  the
other wing, the name of one of the 1.5
million children of a similar age to the
artist.  The  collection  could  then  be
displayed  in the  museum - a graphic
and colourful reminder of beauty lost
to  the  world  by  the  murder  of these
Jewish children.

Wishing to launch the project at the
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conference  of the  World  Union  for
Progressive  Judaism  in  Jerusalem  in
March  2007,  Sue  Klau  wondered  if
there   might  be   a   living   relative,
however distant, of Pavel Friedman to
add  poignancy  to  the  story.  After  a
little searching she did find in Israel a
relative  of this  `child'  poet .... it  turn
out to be his wife. Adina Schnitzer was
interviewed  in  Kibbutz  Ginegar  in
December 2006  and revealed that she
had been married to Pavel Friedman in
Terezin, 3 months before his transport
to  Auschwitz,  where 'he  died  on  29th
September   1944.   In  fact  the  first
edition   of  Cfez./c77-e77 's  DrtziA;I.72gr   had
declared  in  the  notes  that  Pavel  was
born  on  21   January   1921,  but  the
`children'  in the title of the book had

fooled people for decades.  Adina also
revealed that although Pavel taught her
Hebrew  in  Terezin,  he  had  a  Jewish
father and non-Jewish mother.

So  the  author  of this  iconic  poem
was not a child but a twenty-one year
old adult. And the author of this poem,
that has become part of creative Jewish
liturgy    of   the    Shoah,    was    not
halachically  `Jewish.  Yet  by  Hitl.er's
definition he was  a Jew  and he  sp.oke
Hebrew and lived and  died  as  a Jew.
Maybe  the  twist  in  the  tale  of  the
butterfly  should make  us  think  again
about who  is  a Jew.  To  my  mind  he
was  a  Jewish  hero  and  it  would  be
fitting if the Jewish Museum in Prague
published  another  book  dedicated  to
the Poems of pavel Friedman.

If you want to take pat or involve
your school in the project to create  1.5
million  butterflies,  contact  Sue  Klau
on jdklau@cs.com I

RABBI  DR  ANDREW  GOLDSTEIN   I.s  cz
graduate  Of Leo  Baeck  College  and  has  been
Rabbi   of   Northwood   &   Pinner    Liberal
Synagogue since  1970.
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For more information about these and other
courses taught by the Centre for the Study of
Jewish-Christian Relations and the Centre for the
Study of Muslim-Jewish Relations please see

wwwowooEffimstfituteocamoac.uk
call 01223 741048 or email

enquiries@woolfinstitute.cam.ac.uk
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Chartered Accountants

5, Bream's Buildings
London,

EC4A 1 DY

Telephone: 020 7404 0600
Fax: 020 7404 0900

Email: mail@Caldwellandbraham.co.uk
Web site= \^/\^/\^/.caldwe[landbraliam.co.uk

Audit, accountancy and taxation services

QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704
for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in  1948 to

fomi the Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,

vigorously. There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and
surveyors all practising their professions, all anxious to serve
their clients and to maintain the high standards which have

come to be associated with this well-preserved, dignified part
of Georgian London. We have practised here since  1951,

offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more

conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and
the calls for our professional help increase, reflecting
the fiscal and commercial complexities of the tines:

but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LHVIS GOLDEN & CO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL
Telephone:  020 7580 7313  Fax:  020 7580 2179

Email :  fca@lewis-golden.co.uk

NEIL  BENSON  OBE  FCA   ANDREW  MOSS  FCA   DAVID  EDWARDS  ACA

GRAHAM  KINCH   STUART WEBBER  ACA  ATII   KEITH MITCHELL ACCA

ALEX PARKER ACA  AMCT
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THE DEATH OF SIGMUND
FREUD:  FASCISM,

PSYCHOANALYSIS AND T.HE
RISE OF FUNDAMENTALISM
by Mark Edmundson, Bloomsbury

Publishing, London, 2007,
hb,  £18.99

IN JUNE  1938, FREUD AND HIS
family finally escaped the clutches
of the Gestapo in Vienna and came

to London. One of Freud's first visitors
was a Jewish neighbour who urged him
not  to  publish  A4loses  lest  it  further
damage the morale  of German Jewry.
Freud  disregarded the suggestion  and
went ahead.

On one level, A4oses was a terrifying
assault on the heart of Judaism -mono-
theism   as  Amenhotep's   invention;
Moses as an upper-class Egyptian. But
on another, argues Edmundson, it was
a profoundly  Jewish  book.  For  Freud
identifies   the  visible   Gods   of  the
ancient world with the patriarchal op-
pression  -  exemplified  by  Hitler  -
against  which  he  had  battled  all  his
life.  Moses  and  the  invisible  God  of
Judaism  represent  an  affirmation  of
inwardness  and  the  primacy  of the
individual struggle for self-knowledge
in the face of the subconscious desires
which threaten every human being.

Brilliantly  written  by  an  American
Professor  of  English,  this  study  of
Freud juxtaposed with Hitler is moving
in  the   extreme   and  puts   forward
cogently  the  case  for  Sigmund  Freud
as one of the truly great figures of the
twentieth century - without taking the
reader  into  the  more  arcane  areas  of
Freudian psychological theory.

THE LIFE AND THOUGHT OF
HANS JONAS: JEVISH

DIMENSIONS
by Christian Wiese,

Brandeis University Press,
Waltham, MA, 2007, hb, $50

HANS    JONAS    WAS    A
remarkable figure, like Freud a
star  in  the  German-Jewish

firmament. A pupil of the philosopher
Martin Heidegger at Marburg,  he  left
Germany  in  1933  when  Heidegger
came  out  as  a National  Socialist.  He
went via London to  Palestine,  urging
the j;I.sfea!v  to join  the  Allied  Forces.
After five  years  fighting,  he returned
and   fought   again   in   the   War  of
Independence.  He  then  failed to  get  a
Chair  at the  Hebrew  University  and
became a Philosophy Professor in New
York.

A  friend  of  Hannah  Arendt  and
Gershom   Scholem,   he   opted   for
universal ethics. In  1979, he published
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thf3 Imperative Of Responsibility which
voiced the threat that technology poses
to  the  environment.  He  propounds  a
universal  ethic  rooted  in  the  essential
humanity of all human beings but uses
familiar    biblical    expressions    as
metaphor.

He also wrote a single, superb essay
on  Jewish  theology,  published  in  the
late  Albert  Friedlander's  anthology
Out Of the Whirlwind, which is a rna,jot
contribution to theodicy, the branch of
philosophy  which  seeks  to  reconcile
ideas of God and the existence of evil.

Freud   and   Jonas   underline   the
particular character of Gemian-Jewish
thought  as  distinct  from  the  Eastern
European tradition which has grown in
influence within Britain.

STUDIES IN JEVISH
THEOLOGY:  REFLECTIONS IN
THE MIRROR OF TRADITION

by Byron L Sherwin,
Vallentine Mitchell, 2007, pb, £19.95

8YRON   SHERWIN  IS  AN
American  Jewish  scholar,  an
admirer of Louis Jacobs  and a

disciple  of Abraham  Joshua  Heschel.
He  has  always  been  an  individualist

whose considerable volume of writing
is better known in the United States than
here.  All  credit to  Vallentine  Mitchell
for   publishing   this    exhilarating
collection of essays.

Sherwin    is    a    theologian    who
approaches   Jewish   sources    in   a
traditional  manner.   His   method   is
different  from  that  of  contemporary
Jewish philosophy of the last 150 years
which  is  distinctly  German-Jewish  in
its origins and approach.

But Sherwin is a radical and exciting
theologian, who uses his encyclopaedic
knowledge of Jewish sources to tackle
some of the key religious issues of our
day. Much influenced by the Lurianic
Kabbalah,    he    wrestles    with    the
seeming   impotence   of  God   in  the
world,  with  theodicy  and  with  the
nature of God as an artist.

Anyone who still holds to the canard
that  there  is  no  such  thing  as  Jewish
theology should dip  into this rich and
daring collection.

THE ISLAMIST:
WHY I JOINED RADICAL ISLAM

IN BRITAIN, WIIAT I SAW
INslDE AND rvHy I LEFT

by Ed Husain,
Penguin Books, London, 2007, pb,

£8.99

TOTALLY DIFFERENT FROM
the  other  three  books,  this  is
nevertheless extremely imp ortant

and  eminently readable.  Mohammed
Husain was born in the Limehouse area
of East London to Muslim parents from
the  Indian sub-Continent.  Brought up
in  a  pious,  a-political  household,  he
finds himself isolated as a teenager and
becomes attached to the world of Hizb
ut-Tahrir,  a terrifying,  fundamentalist
sect.

At College and beyond, he is utterly
absorbed   by   this   Islamist   group
dedicated  to  the   overthrow  of  all
Islamic     governments     and    their
replacement  by  a  restored  Caliphate
and Muslim world domination.

The book details his struggle to free
himself from the  intellectual  shackles
imposed  by  Hizb.  It  is  not  that  they
will not let him go but that he struggles
to escape their ideology.

What  the  book  brings  out  -  apart
from  the  extreme  danger  posed  by
Islamist cults - is the quandary posed
to  British society.  Banned in  all Arab
countries  and  almost dead  on  its  feet,
Hizb was allowed to revive in Britain -
thanks  to  British  freedom  of  speech
and a policy of non-interference - and
re-export  itself  back  to  the  Middle
East .
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MANNA is supported by
sponsors as well as advertisers.
If you would  like to contribute to

the future of MANNA as jt
approaches its Tooth issue -
but do not wish to advertise -
why not consider becoming a
sponsor?   For details please

contact the  Editor.

MANNA would  like to
acknowledge the generous
support and sponsorship of
Pluth and Harvey Cohen
Joyce and Jeffery Rose
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SHEIIA  INSPIRES

Paul Morrison

WATCHING FOR THE
MORNING: SELECTED

SERMONS
by Sheila Shulman,

BKY Liberal Jewish Community,
London, 2007, pb, £7.99

HIS  IS  A LITTLE  BOOK  OF
bigthoughts,forgedwithpassion
and  integrity,  to  feed the mind

and nourish the spirit.
I first met Sheila some twenty years

ago when researching a Channel Four
TV  series  on  British  Jewish  identity.
After  a  long  struggle  for  acceptance,
she  was  on  her  way  to  becoming
ordained  as  one  of the  first  woman
rabbis.   She  told  me  her  story.   Her
commitment to left politics and lesbian
feminism  had  led  her  into  needing
something more in her life:  something
that  fed  a  less  defmable  pat  of her
being. As she describes in one of these
sermons:   `The  shape  it  took  was  an
encounter  with  Judaism.  I  had  never
been anything but a Jew,  culturally at
any  rate,  though  I'd  not  paid  much
attention to it for years. But it began to
feel  intellectually  dishonest  to  go  on
not   engaging   with   the   religious
dimension  of being  a  Jew.  Also,  the
hole  created  by  a  sort  of  spiritual
hunger  in  myself had,  I  suspected,  a
Jewish shape.'

Judaism staked its claim on her. She
found  meaning   in   its   intellectual
rigour,  its rich beauty,  its  demand for
justice, its emphasis on sanctifying the
life we live every day, rather than the
hereafter, its emphasis on community,
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its  search  for  a  relationship  to  some
entity  we  can  call  God.  Her journey
away from her Jewish roots and back
to  a  renewed  version  of  it  mirrored
many aspects of my own, I felt in her a
kindred spirit.

Not long after ordination, true to her
own   experience,   she   founded  the
community Bet Klal Yisrael, a shul for
people   who   felt  themselves  to   be
effectively excluded in the fullness of
their  identities  by  much  of synagogal
Jewry,  for  reasons  of gender,  sexual
orientation, Halacha,  or their views on
Israel.   She  also  became  one  of  the
rabbinic team at my own community at
Finchley. These sermons span ten years
in  the  two  communities.  Finally  she
became as well an inspirational teacher
at the Leo Baeck College, specializing
in Mishnah. I do not know how she did
it all. Or rather, I do, and I imagine the
cost.

During subsequent years I kept track
less  of her  `public  works'.  I  came  to
know her more intimately as the Rabbi
who   blessed  my   children   as   they
emerged  from the  777z.froczfe  during their
conversion process,  and  later saw  my
youngest through his bar mitzvah. She
managed  in  this  role  to  be  warm,
curious,     totally     authentic,     and
demanding of us all that we give of our

best,  whatever  that  may  be  for  us.
Where possible, she prefelTed to meet
us  as  parents  in  the  cafe  where  she
could, then, smoke a roll-up.

In  these  sermons  I  find  her  both
public and personal; wise and thought-
provoking,  intimate  and honest.  They
read well on the page, but those of us
who  have  heard  her  `live'  can  easily
call up her deadpan, Brooklyn delivery,
warmth and wry humour.

I have been reading them in the near-
impossible  circumstances  of prepping
and  beginning  to  shoot  a  movie  in
Barcelona.  As  I  write  we  are  a week
into  the  shoot,  and  it  is  the  Sunday
between the High Holydays, for which
many  of these  sermons  were  written.
They are as near as I will get this year
to formal prayer. But they have been a
source   of  great   affirmation   and
strength, and have brought me close to
what matters to me amid the mayhem
of a film shoot.

The  very  first  sermon  -  given  on
e7~ei/  Rosh  Hashana  on  the  seventh
birthday of BKY -sets out her guiding
beliefs in diversity and inclusivity. To
her  there  are  not  fashionable  buzz-
words, but lived experience, requiring
`thought, work and plain  old respect'.

They  are to be  arrived at  `meeting by
meeting, service by service, festival by
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I ca,me to Janow her
more intimately as

the Rabbi who
blessed my children

as they emerged
#o777 Zfee mikvah

during their
coieversi,on process ,
and later sow my

younge;st through his
bar mj,tzvah. She

managed in this role
to be warm, curious,

totally authentic.

festival, study session by study session' .
The process  is  sometimes  bloody,  but
often also precious and joyful.

In a later sermon, she tells us that the
very  naming  of Bet Klal  Yisrael  was
an attempt to reclaim a phrase that has
become invoked as a rhetorical weapon
in  the  hands  of those  `whose  under-
standing of ``the whole community" is
sometimes  so  naITow  and  rigid  as  to
exclude most of who the Jewish com-
munity  actually  is...  playing  on  fear,
and vulnerability, and nostalgia, and a
longing  for unity,  they  use  the notion
of Klal  Yisrael  as  a  weapon  to  beat
down  any  generous  or  open-spirited
move to become more inclusive.'

Sheila   introduces   the   notion   of
commonality,  as  articulated  by  Judy
Grahn,  the  American  Feminist  poet.
`Using the  idea  of commonality',  she

quotes,  `means standing exactly where
you  and/or  your  group...   are,   and
noticing what part of you overlaps with
others who are standing exactly where
they  are...  When  commonality  is  the
principle, we search for what overlaps
with ourselves, then lean what we can
from the remainder and leave  it alone
with respect as a whole that belongs to,
that  is  centered  in  someone  else,  not
"us". . . This is a transformational state,

a  state   of  possibly  changing  one's
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mind. ,
The idea that we  can live with and

even enjoy and lean from difference,
that  we  willingly  hold  the  tension
between  our  selves  and  others,  seems
to me profoundly modem, profoundly
necessary  as  the  world  becomes  ever
more complex and interdependent, and
at  the  same  time  profoundly  Jewish,
deeply scored into our survivor history
as  `insider-outsiders'.

Elsewhere, she develops further her
thoughts  about  the  `self'  and  `other'.
To  BKY,  in   1999.   `At  the  heart  of
Judaism,   for  me,   is  precisely  this
question of the one and the other, how
they  are  inextricably  bound  up  yet
always  and  invariably  separate,  but
how  reality  does  not  inhere  either  in
the  one  or the  other but  is  created  in
what Martin Buber memorably called
"the    between-world"...    There    is

something else. In Judaism neither the
one nor the other is abstract, or general,
or  even  generic.  Both  are  particular
and  unique.   There   is   no   route   to
anything we might call "the universal"
except  in  and  through  the  particular
and    unique.    We    arrive    at    our
understanding   of  how   we   are   all
connected  and  the  same  through  our
understanding of how we are each, all
of us, distinct and unique.'

My  own  work  as  a  film-maker  is
predicated  on  exactly  these  assump-
tions.  I  had  never  before  articulated
them.  I tell a story, create a character,
and hope that in their very individual-
ity there will be a wider resonance.

Sheila's sources are wide, literature
and  philosophy  as  well  as  bible  and
gemara.  Why  shouldn't  it be when  so
much of what is called secular culture
is formed out of the ground and values
of Judaism?  She  loves  language,  and
uses  it  carefully.   She  adores  a  good
poem  if  it  can  illuminate.   Without
being fancy or contrived, the rhythm of
speech in these texts  sometimes  sings
off the page.

Like  the  prophets,  Sheila  does  not
shrink  from  righteous  anger.  Here  in
another  sermon:   `The  source  of  my
anger  has   been   twofold.   First,   in
witnessing  the  catastrophic  failure  of
imagination   in  otherwise  perfectly
decent  people,  who   cannot  see,   or
refuse  to  see  the  connection  between
being a Jew and being a different kind
of  ``other",  between  oppression  and
exclusion  of one  sort  and  oppression
and exclusion of another. And second,
in   facing,    again   and   again,   the
grotesque presumption,  on the part of
so   many   little   men,   that  they   are
somehow "in charge of" or "in control
of"  what  they  call  ``the  tradition",  of

which they really know so little, which
they intexpret at its naITowest. . . '

I  flinch  a  little  at  the  epithet  `1ittle
men',  but  I  do  not  judge  it  to  be
misplaced   in   this   context.   In   the
sermons  to  BKY,  it  is  apparent  that
Sheila  is  addressing  the  likeminded,
questioning, pushing and prodding, but
clearly among friends. Finchley Reform
Synagogue  is  a  more  heterogeneous
community   and   her   approach   is
necessarily  more  nuanced.   Some  of
these  sermons  cover the period when
FRS  was  suffering a crisis  of identity
after the  retirement of a  longstanding
and much-loved rabbi, and threatening
to  fracture.  This  might  have  been  an
easy moment for righteous indignation.
Sheila  bound  us  to  the  future  with
wisdom and compassion.

Sheila's   anger  is  tempered  by  a
greater awareness. `Woven into all that
narrowness,  that  constriction,   is   a
whole other large and powerful stream
working  counter  to  it,  a  stream  of
generosity  of  spirit,  whose  elements
are made up of tiny rulings, like being
forbidden  to  hold  a  labourer's  wages
overnight,  of  arguments  over  water
rights  worked out  so  no  landowner is
privileged,  of central  injunctions,  like
remembering we were slaves in Egypt,
of  prophetic   contempt   for   ritual
without just action.  That stream flows
. . . right into the great Jewish traditions
of secular dissent.'

Like the Machzor, the festival prayer
book  she  admires,  her  text  is  shot
through  with  love.  On Kol Nidre  she
reminds  us  how  `death,  our  own  and
that  of others,  as  a  metaphor,  as  an
existential  reality,  as  a  challenge,  is
woven into the texture of the day.' For
Sheila, to connect with other people is
a   challenge   flung   in   the   face   of
encroaching   nothingness.   `In   that
connection, we recognize that each of
us is not so much a person as a world,
or rather, the bearer, in her or his self,
of a world - a unique,  irreplaceable  ,
populated  world,  linked  by  a  myriad
threads to other such worlds, and that
if, when, someone dies who bas been a
part  of our  life,  there  is  a rent in the
universe, like a star vanishing, but that
like a star vanishing, that world leaves
ineradicable traces in us as a star does
in  space.  So  that  we  moum,  but  we
remember...  and  we  know  that there
will be a living trace of that person in
our consciousness always.'

These  sermons  are  a  blessing  and
inspiration I

PAUL   MORRISON   I.s   a  ¢/7#-mcrfrer  cz7zcJ
psychotherapist.  His  feature  film  Wondrous
C)blirvion  is  currently  available  on  DVD from
Amazon and other online retailers.
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Jewish Lads'  Brigade Bazaar  1908

MY BABY IS
LEAVING  HOME

David Jacobs

N  1983  RABBI  TONY BAYFIELD
and Professor Bill  Fishman were
eating salt beef sandwiches outside

Bloom's  Restaurant  in  Whitechapel
Road.  Fishman,  a  noted  historian  of
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British Jewry, pointed out that there was
no Museum of the Jewish East End, no
place   where   the   history   of   the
immigrant    experience    could    be
exhibited  and  explained,  and  where

subsequent generations could visit their
past. There was no museum of Anglo-
Jewish social history at all.

Some  years  earlier  I  was  working
for  Essex  County  Council  in  Harlow
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and had begun travelling into London,
initially  to  pray  at  Bevis  Marks  and
also   to   photograph   some   of  the
remaining  synagogues  in  the  Jewish
East  End.  One  of these  photographs
appears in Rachel Lichtenstein's latest
book,  07? Brz.ck fcz7?e.  Not  only  was  I

photographing these former synagogues
but  I  was  rescuing  memorabilia  and
ephemera from them.

Material relating to the Jewish social
history  of  this,  London's  immigrant
quarter,  the point of arrival  for many
tens of thousands of Eastern European
Jewish  women  and  men,  was  fast
disappearing.  There  was  no  suitable
repository  for  these  items.  In  1975  I
moved  to   London,   continued  my
interest  in  synagogues  and  collected
more and more artefacts from disused
and     fast     vanishing     East     End
synagogues.

All  these   items   ended  up  in  my
Finchley home. In the late 1970s I was
involved with, amongst others, Harriet
Karsh  and  Monty  Richardson  z'l  in
developing the Jewish East End Project
which held a number of conferences in
the  late   1970s  in  Jewish  institutions
then   situated   in   Whitechapel   and
Stepney.

In  December  1982  I  attended  the
third  Limmud  conference  at  Carmel
College  where  I  ran  two  workshops
outlining  the  work  of  the  project.
Shortly after the conference I proposed
to my wife-to-be Hannah and excitedly
told  Rabbi  Bay field,  who  had  just
become  the  Director  of the  Manor
House  Centre,  now  the  Stemberg
Centre, in Finchley. He suggested that,
as  Hannah  might  not  like  numerous
synagogue  artefacts   including  two
substantial  marble  plaques  from  the
New  Road  Synagogue  in  her  home,
would I consider starting a museum at
the Stemberg Centre? In the autumn of
1983  he  gave  me  a  room  on  the  top
floor of the  Manor House to  create  a
Centre    to    record    the    working,
domestic, social  and religious  lives  of
Jewish East End immigrants and their
descendants.

By  then  I  was  working  for  the
London  Borough  of Brent.  I  sought
advice from Val Bott and her team of
curators   at   the   Grange   Museum
situated on the roundabout in Neasden.
She  offered  me  a  hygrometer  and
advice   on  how   exactly  to   start  a
museum,  stressing  the  importance  of
creating  a  catalogue  of all  the  items
which  we  would  accumulate.   That
catalogue forms the basis of the formal
written  history  of the  Museum.  But
there  is  more  to  history than just the
written  document.  During  these  early
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Nortltwood Road Synagogue, Stoke Newington

An East End Family outside their shop

years not only did we collect artefacts
but    we    also    collected    the    oral
testimonies  from  many  residents  and
former residents of the East End.  One
particular series involved interviewing
people who remembered the Zeppelin
raids during the First World War. The
late Ash  Lawrence's testimony began
with  memories  of the  smells  of the
East End on his way to school.

Another    important    testimony,
collected  before  the  establishment  of
the  Museum,  is  that of Wolf Kossoff
whose memories included his early life
in Pavolich in Eastern Europe and how
he  subsequently established Kossoff's
the  Bakers  in  the  East  End.  Soon  a
Research   Group   led  by  Professor

continued on next page

Home Workers  (Match Box Malcers) Taking Awc[y Work l890s
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Aubrey   Newman   and   Dr   David
Cesarani was established.

A Museum management committee
was  set up consisting  of Rabbis Tony
Bayfield,    Michael    Heilbron    and
Andrew  Goldstein  and  of  Margaret
Sassienie,  Professor Bill  Fishman  and
myself. We also had a strong supporter
in the then Chief Executive of Tower
Hamlets  Jack  Wolkind  z'l.  The  first
part-time  members  of staff were  Sue
Cohen and David Maccoby who helped
lay   down  the   foundations   of  the
Museum.    We    obtained    financial
support  from  the  Ethnic  Minorities
Committee  of the  GLC  and  later  the
London Boroughs Grant Scheme, vital
to supplement the support provided by
our landlord, the Manor House Trust.

In   1984,   following  her  successful
work  in  Manchester,  Rickie  Buman
was  invited to  become  the  curator  of

A holiday snapshot from the photographic collection of the Jewish Museuin

Hebrew Christian Testimony to Israel Missionary Centre, Whitechapel Road, London,1977
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the Museum and I remember well our
initial  discussions  taking  place  in  my
then  home  in  New  Malden,  Surrey
where   I   handed   over  the   already
burgeoning  number  of  contacts  that
had been  made  in those  early  months
of the life of the Museum of the Jewish
East End.

In those early days we also benefited
from the  and considerable  energies  of
men and women who  were employed
under     the     Manpower     Services
Commission.   These   included   Alan
Dein,  David Mazower,  Mark Berman
and  Simon Rocker who have all  gone
on to contribute to both the Jewish and
non-Jewish  cultural  worlds.  Later  the
staff  was  supplemented  by  German
young  men  and  women  undertaking
their National Service.
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HRE¥¥'              The 1988 Jewish Year Book records

Norwood Children

Highlights   of  those  early  years
included an award by the International
Seminar  on  Jewish  Genealogy.  This
was   for  its   contribution  to   Jewish
family  history  and  creating  what  has
become  a  key  institution  of  British

Jewry and, one might say, as we draw
upon  the  experiences   of  so  many
Jewish  men  and  women  in  London,
one   of  the   first   cross-communal
projects  supported  by  the  Stemberg
Centre.

that  The  Museum  of the  Jewish  East
End  became  the  London  Museum  of
Jewish   Life.    This   name   change
reflected  the  need  to   include  the
experiences  of  Jews  in  the  London
suburbs  where  the  vast majority  now
live.  The  Year  Book  also  defines  the
work.

The  Museum,   it  said,  "Seeks  to
recover   and  preserve   documents,
photographs,  and  objects  related  to
Jewish   social   history.   Organizes
displays,  residential  seminars,  family
history workshops,  walking .tours  and
educational programmes." It adds that
the  Education   Officer  was  David
Jacobs.

Exciting  exhibitions  in  those  early
days  were  `East  End  Synagogues',
`Living  up  West  -  Jewish  Life  in

London's   West   End',    `the   Jews
Temporary   Shelter',   `the  Jews   of
Aden',   `Boris  the  famous  East  End
photographer',    `What    about   the
children   -   200   years   of  Jewish
Childcare',   and,  the   incomparable
Yiddish Theatre exhibition which was
hosted by the National Theatre on the

continued on next page

A City of London walk with the late Alex Rosenz:weig outside the f;ormer home Of Benjamin Disraeli
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Jewish Lads'  Brigade CcLmp,  Prestatyn,  circa  1908

South Bank, in  1987.
The historian Anne Kershen joined

the team in  1988  and was, with Sarah
EI  Doori,   Vicki   Seymour  and  the
photographic  genius  Ian  Lillicrap,
instrumental in creating `Off the Peg -
The Story of the Women's Wholesale
Clothing Trade'.

The  Museum has been  enormously
successful in its education work, under
the  leadership  of Ruth  Anne  Lenga,
Lucie  Russell,  Tamar  Bamett,  Gill

Fischer  and  Judith  van  der  Velde.
Together     they      have      provided
stimulating  educational  programmes
for  thousands  of young  people  who
have  come  to  the  Museum  to  learn
about  London  Jewry  and  to  hear  the
emotional  testimonies  of  holocaust
survivors.  One  of the  saddest phrases
uttered  by  almost  all  these  survivors
echoes   so   poignantly   and   darkly
around  these  walls  `1  never  saw  my
parents again. '

P.  Lipman,  Kosher Poultry Dealer,  Hessel Street,  1977
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The mid-1990s saw more significant
changes. The London Boroughs Grant
Scheme advised the Trustees that they
would   in   future   only   fund   one
combined  Jewish  Museum.  This  was
the much needed catalyst to rationalize
the  situation.  With  the  retirement  of
the  Director  of the  Jewish  Museum
then situated in Wobum House and its
impending  move  to  Camden  in  1995
the   two   Museums   were   brought
together under the leadership of Rickie
Bumian  who  became  the  Director  of
the Museum with curatorial staff being
appointed to run the Jewish Museums
in  Camden  and in Finchley.  Thus the
Jewish  Museum  re-opened  in  new
premises in Camden and amalgamated
on  a  two-site  basis  with  the  London
Museum   of   Jewish   Life   at   the
Sternberg   Centre.   The   voluntary
leaderships    of   the   two    existing
Museums were brought together under
the  Chairmanship  of one  of its  long-
standing supporters, Kenneth Rubens.

In  the  twenty-four  years  since  its
creation, the Museum has provided me
with  opportunities  to  make  a number
of  television   appearances   and  the
tailoring    workshop    formed    the
backdrop  for  a  scene  in  the  BBC2
House  Detectives  programme.   The
BBC continues to contact the Museum
to  help  provide  information  for  their
history and genealogy programmes.

The  Finchley  Jewish  Museum  has
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Madame Yanovsky's,  79  Whitechapel Road. The famous corsetiere in  1972

not only been a vital ingredient in my
life   and   that   of  the   lives   of  my
immediate  family  but  it  has  been  a
creative  part  of the  Stemberg  Centre
and  welcomed  thousands   of  men,
women and children through its doors.

Finally,     a     confession.     I     am

responsible   for   the   Grand   Palais
Yiddish Theatre sign.  Ending up  in at
least two pieces when a staff member
and I were gently or maybe not gently
enough,  removing  it  from  someone's
Volvo estate car.

I   strongly  believe  that  we  have

democratized  Anglo-Jewish  history  -
this  is  first  and  foremost  the  London
Jewish  people's  history.  Here  can  be
heard the voices of many thousands of
men  and  women.   It  has  provided  a
place    where    ordinary   Jews    can
contribute a chapter from their part in
London Jewish history.  History  is not
just   famous   people   and   valuable
artefacts.   History   is   the   tale   of
countless individuals and the Museum
has given an honourable place to their
stories.

Twenty-four years on, the East End
Jewish  Museum  which.became  the
London  Museum  of  Jewish  Life,  is
moving. New accommodation has been
purchased  in  Camden  so that the two
parts of the Jewish Museum can finally
come  together.   It  is  a  bitter  sweet
moment  for  me.  I  am  sad to  see  my
baby grow up and leave home though I
recognize that it is the right thing and
know it will flourish.  But I also know
that   we   have   helped   preserve   a
remarkable  chapter  in  the  history  of
Jewry, a chapter that means so much to
so many people including myself .

I)AMID  ]ACOBS  has  made  an  incomparable
contribution  to   [he  study  of  British  Jewish
history  and  genealogy.  In  his  day  job,  he  is
Director  of  Synagogue  Partnership  for  the
Ref;orrrl  Movemen[.

Knowledge  Boys  1950s
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SOUL SEARCHING
Howard Cooper

IWAS  ASKED  RECENTLY TO
take part  in  a panel  discussion  at
the Stemberg Centre for an evening

in  honour  of  the  Rapbael  Jewish
Counselling Service. The event, chained
by one of the patrons of Raphael, Rabbi
Tony  Bayfield,  himself a  counsellor,
had the resonant title  `The Rabbi, the
Priest and the  Couch:  Therapists  and
their  Religious  Commitments'  and
brought together Rabbi Danny  Smith,
the Senior Rabbi of Edgware & District
Reform  Synagogue  and  a  trained
psychotherapist,   the   Revd   Maria
Schleger,apsychotherapistandAnglican
priest, and myself, a therapist and rabbi.

The  event brought to  mind  a letter
written in 1928 by Sigmund Freud to a
longstanding  friend  from  Zurich,  the
Protestant pastor Oscar Pfister.  Freud
was    by    then    seventy-two    and
wondering  what  would  happen  to
psychoanalysis  in  the  future.  In  the
letter to  Pfister he  confesses  his  wish
to  entrust the new way of working he
had  developed  `to  a  profession  that
does  not  yet  exist,  a  profession  of
secular ministers of souls [See/sorger],
who do not have to be physicians and
must  not  be  priests.'  For  friend,  the
idea of rabbis  as therapists  is beyond
imagining.  One  wonders  what  Freud
would have made of the panellists for
the Raphael evening.

And yet are the two professions  so
far  apart?  I  can  only  give  a personal
response, and trace here the congruen-
cies I see from my own experience as a
practitioner of both disciplines.  These
brief thoughts are a kind of d'rczsfecz , as
it were,  on  the  resonances  emanating
from  Freud's  use  of the  word  See/-
forger  -  from  the  German  See/e
(`soul')  and  forger  (`someone  who
ministers  to  needs')  -  and  my  sense
that the rabbi and the therapist are both
entrusted with the task of `ministering
to the needs of the soul'.

Firstly, at the most basic and practi-
cal  level,  both  professions  share  an
ethic  of responsibility to  the  client  or
congregant: not to exploit them finan-
cially,   sexually  or  emotionally,  to
maintain  confldentiality  about  what-
ever of their personal lives they share,
and  to  provide   as  much  clarity  as
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possible  about the  boundaries  of con-
tact,    like   beginning   and   ending
meetings at mutually agreed times, and
being  open  about  the  purpose  of  a
meeting. Without this kind of transpar-
ency,  good  working  relationships  are
doomed to founder. They may founder
anyway, but al least it is a start.

Then, at a deeper level, there is the
attitude the therapist or the rabbi takes
up to the person in front of them. I am
drawn  to  Martin  Buber's  teaching
about the importance of what he called
the `I-Thou'  relationship to the people
with whom we have contact. How hard
it can be - yet how vital it is - to keep
in mind and respect the uniqueness of
the  individual,  each  person  we  meet
with  their  own  life  story,  their  own
special configuration of woes and j oys,
anxieties and hopes. The uniqueness of
each  person  is  a  familiar  trope  in
Jewish thinking: `made in the image of
God',  `the purity  of the  soul'  -these
images  are  worn  pebble-smooth  with
usage  and  yet  remain  challenges  in
daily life for both rabbi and therapist.

Traditional psychoanalysis has shied
away  from this kind  of religious  lan-
guage - indeed  it has  often treated  it
with suspicion, or even antipathy. But
it seems to me that at the heart of the
psychotherapeutic endeavour is a com-
mitment  to  the   individual,   to  the
exploration of the potentialities within
each individual, and the holding onto a
belief that life has meaning, or can be
given  meaning,  in  spite  of tragedies
that occur and the reality of feelings of
hopelessness  or  despair.  Psycbothera-
pists may not believe in the `purity' of
the  soul  whatever that does mean  for
they  may  recognize  that  each  human
being contains a unique and fluid com-
bination  of impulses  both  loving  and
hate-filled,  both  creative  and  destruc-
tive. But they may well recognize that
their  profession  is  essentially  a  spir-
itual discipline in the ways in which it
attends to each unique self.

I tend to think of the analyst's atten-
tiveness  as  a  spiritual  stance,  akin  to
the  Buddhist notion  of `mindfulness'.
For it recognizes that we live as human
beings within the flux of time and that
each moment contains the potential for

revelation. Something new can unfold,
or  be   illuminated,   or   discovered,
thought or felt, at any moment. Hold-
ing and enabling this process is part of
the  craft  of psychotherapy.  And  it  is
surely part of the rabbi's role, too -to
create opportunities for the illumination
of our human nature in all its glorious
and muddled complexity, and in addi-
tion,  perhaps  beyond  the  therapist's
role, to offer insights into the wisdom
of the  past  and  those  who  struggled
with  these  same  human  questions  of
meaning and pulpose.

Ih/hat of tradition? Both Judaism and
psychoanalysis contain vast reservoirs
of both theory and practice, they each
have their `sacred' scriptures and texts
and  their  ways  of  incamating  their
ideas in the realm of everyday life. But
whether   it   is   analytic   theory   or
Halachic  discourse,  my  own  stance is
that `tradition' can inform the conver-
sations  I  will  have  with  patients  or
congregants  but  will  not  dictate  the
necessary outcome of those conversa-
tions.  To  be  versed  in  the  traditional
wisdom  and teachings  of one's  herit-
age is wonderful, and I feel blessed to
be the heir to both the vast worlds of
Judaic thought and the disparate conti-
nents  of psychoanalytic thinking.  But
which  fragment  of my  impoverished
knowledge might be relevant or help-
ful at any one time is an open question.
Both  Jewish  teaching  and  analytic
theory can be used and are in creative
and  authoritarian  ways:   rabbis  and
analysts can nurture communities and
individuals,  or  they  can  stifle  them.
They can use their so-called knowledge
to  foster the  human  spirit  or perhaps
unknowingly, to crush it.

In the end this is about personal style
though   style   is   rooted   in   one's
psychology,  the  stance  the  rabbi  or
therapist adopts  in his  or her work.  I
know something of the stance to which
I have an affinity, though the challenge
is always to live it, not just think it or
to think you are living it. I take my cue
from my love of texts and what I have
learnt  about  both  the  structure  and
indeterminacy  of Biblical  narratives,
where, like in an analytic session, each
word counts  and silence  is  listened to
and, still, meaning is often elusive. And
yet the stories we hear, from the texts
of tradition or the `texts' that unfold in
the  consulting  room,  partake  of the
sacred .

RABBI HOWARD C00PER J.s cr gJ.crd#cz/e o/
the  Leo  Baeck  College,  therapist,  teacher  and
writer who  has  contributed  significantly  to  the
new edition Of Forrus o£ Prayer  to  be published
in Spring 2008.
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Over the last twenty-f;our years MANNA has not published many sermons.
This is not because the Editor is sceptical about sermons, far from it, but because he

beueves that the sermon is an oral form of communica[tion for a particular .group at a
particular time rather than a general, written arti,cle. Add to that the innovation, particularly

at the North Western Reform Synagogue in Alyth Gardens, London, Of opening the pulpit
from time to time to lay people. The Editor, jealous of the sermon as an important part of

the role of the rabbi, is highly sceptical! However, occasionally the Editor is fiorced to admit
that a spoken piece may also make a good article. Occasionally he is even forced to admit that

lay people may actually have something to say. Hence, both in this issue and the next, we
will be carrying lay sermons adapted specially fior MANNA. We do so with pride and in the hope

that readers will enjoy the sermons as much as the Editor did, both hearing them and reading them.

WHO AM I?
Gloria Abramoff

WHEN I WAS A CHILD, I
was  dragged  to  synagogue.
At   Kinloss    Gardens    in

Finchley, I sat upstairs with my mother
and sisters, alienated from the service,
full  of both envy  and  anger.  I  looked
down  at  the  men  chatting,  leading,
contributing to the service, oblivious to
us  except for the  odd occasions when
they  looked  up  to  inspect  the  latest
fashions adoming the women.

So,  fast  forward  forty years.  Did  I
ever  think  that  one  day  I  would  be
asked  to  deliver  the  sermon  at  my
chosen, welcoming synagogue - Alyth
Gardens?  My  twin  children  recently
had their Z77zez. 77%7zvczfe there  and in my
discussions  with  the  rabbis,  when  I
reminisced    about    my    childhood
experiences, I was asked if -perhaps -
I  would  like  to  give  a  sermon.  Yes,
please.

This was a very emotional moment
for me and probably for my family; the
chance  to  re-engage  with  Torah,  to
confess  my  interest  in  Talmud,  to
deliver  a  contemporary  inteapretation
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on  that week's  portion.  As  a  modem
Jewish woman who had married `out',
my journey. up  to  the  bj.77cczfe  had been
very  conflicting  and  contradictory,
both   denying   and   celebrating   my
Jewish ancestry. Yet there I stood on a
sunny  Saturday  morning  in  June,  a
mother,   daughter,   sister  and  wife
acknowledging       the       enormous
responsibility I had to my history, my
future and my children's future.

So, in my sermon, it was the future
that I wanted to concentrate on, whilst
drawing lessons from the past.

Recently, I had made the radical and
risky decision to leave a well paid, high
status job at the BBC. Having initially
trained   as   a   social   worker   in  the
seventies,   I  joined  the  corporation
nearly  thirty  years  ago.  Various  roles
in  both  TV  and radio  production  and
managing the BBC's Africa season for
the BBC's Nations & Regions output,
led me to my final posting as Managing
Director   for   the   BBC's   charity,
Children    ln    Need.    This    was    a
wonderful  opportunity  to  work  in  a

truly  creative  environment  with  the
chance to have a real effect on the lives
of   deprived   and   disenfranchized
children in the UK. It was. But I was a
slave to the machine.

You    might    think    that    I    am
exaggerating by using the word `slave'
but it is the right word particularly in
the  context.  For in that week's Torah
portion,  the  Israelites  who  had  left
Egypt  as  slaves  were  now wandering
through  the  desert.  Two  years  in  -
hungry, homeless and with no status -
Moses sent twelve spies into Canaan to
discover whether it was safe to go back
there.  Returning with  a  single  cluster
of grapes so heavy that it took two men
to  carry  one  branch,  the  same  image
that   now    symbolizes    and   -   in
advertising-speak - brands  Israel,  ten
of these men report that, although the
land  is bountiful  and  flowing  in milk
and honey, the inhabitants made up of
several  tribes  and  scores  of fieffloms,
are  large,  dangerous  and  powerful.
Two  lone  voices,  Caleb  and  Joshua,

continued on next page
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argue that they should take the risk and
enter  the  Promised  Land,  trusting  in
God and God's promise that they can
overthrow  the  inhabitants.   But  their
voice is not heard -quite the contrary;
the   Israelites   are   angry   and  their
frustration  with  the  situation  tempts
them  to  go  back  to  Egypt.  At  least
there, they argue, they had shelter, food
and work.

So  should  we  go  back  when  our
present   seems   so   despairing   and
different, when we bave so little faith
in our future?

I  return  to  my  present.  It  took  me
several years to understand the culture
of a hierarchy, to thrive in the BBC and
leam  both  to  harness  and  exploit  the
opportunities  it afforded me,  assisting
my passion to create a fairer and more
just  society.   I  was  at  the  heart  of
decision making, I had influence. But I
also knew that I had sold my soul, not
to the devil as the saying goes, but at
the  expense  of  all  my  ideals.  That
might be comfortable for some people
but  -  as  my  friends  and  family  will
vouch - not for me. Most of my life I
had operated as an individual, slightly
outside the  mainstream,  arguing  from
the  outside,  refusing  to  be  drawn  in.
But  as  I  climbed  the  career  pole,  I
recognized  that,  although  our  central
focus was to deliver the most creative
output,  I  too  -  in  order to  achieve -
was becoming like the rest, a slave to
meetings,  a  slave  to  audience  figures
and    focus    groups,    a    slave    to
perfomance review indicators, a slave
to  objectives.  And,  as  a  slave,  I  was
losing touch with my  core,  my  spirit.
So,  with  only - probably -  a  decade
left  to  work  in  an  industry  that  is
notoriously  ageist,  I  took  the  radical
step to leave and see what life was like
outside, to find another career, to find
another home. I could have stayed and
coasted  relatively  comfortably  in  an
environment I knew.  But how true to
myself would I have been?

Now -three months in - and outside,
I am scared. Like the Israelites, I have
no status, am unclear about my future
and  very  tempted  to  phone  up  the
Director General  of the BBC  and say
`I'm  sorry,  terrible  mistake,   I  was

happy    there,    I    thrived,    I    had
opportunities, I knew what I was doing,
can I come back please?'

I am not sure who I am. I have been,
I realize, defined by my work. Yes, of
course, I am also defined as a daughter,
a  mother,  a  sister,  a wife,  a  friend -
loyal and loving I hope in all of these -
but me, who am I?

Recently,  my  Life  Coach  -  yes,
before  you  switch  off,  several  people
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have  helped  smooth  the  transition  -
suggested   that   my   next   piece   of
homework should be how I answer the
question that I will inevitably be faced
with:   `What   do   you   do?'   I   have
pondered  and  pondered.  Several  well
meaning  ex-colleagues  and  friends
have said things like  `you are a media
consultant',  `a programme  maker',  `a
fixer',   `a  passionate  campaigner',   `a
project manager',  `an  events  director'

As I climbed the career
pole, I recognized that,

although our central
f;ocus was to deliver

the most oreative
output, I too - in order

to achieve - was
becoming like the

rest, a slave to
meetings, a slave to
oudienee figures and
f;oous groups, a slave
to performance review
indicators, a slave to
objectives. Ayid, as

a slave, I was
losing touch with ray

core, ray spirit.
-but none of them hold the same cache
as `1 am a senior manager at the BBC' .
Recently,  John  Prescott,  the  retired
deputy leader of the Labour party, was
asked  if he  would  miss  the trappings
and power of his position. He said `no'.
I   do  not  believe  him.   You  cannot
undergo  such  a  huge  change  without
feeling the emotional impact. Adapting
to change taltes time.

Did  I  anticipate  this  emotion,  this
fall  out,  this  anxiety?  No!  But I  have
enough  self-awareness  to  recognize
that  this  is  part  of the  process  and  I
must trust my faith in myself, which I
have  often  attributed  to  my  faith  in
God, and allow time to help me define
myself.  I  must  also  acknowledge  the
huge emotional loss, the mouming that

such a big change will engender.  Last
year I lost my father. I adored him. He
was an amazing man, witb wisdom and
a wealth of stories and experiences to
draw on. He lived to ninety-two. Very
saddened  by  his  death  and  the  loss,  I
also  accepted  that he  had  a  good  and
long  life  and  it  was  now  time  to  be
liberated  from  his  influence  and  seek
my future as an adult. That transition,
from child to adult, was a short one as I
embraced the challenges.

So,  although I have taken the risky
decision  to  leave  security,  to  give  up
the  support  of a  great  team,  to  hand
back  all  the  joys  and  trappings  that
were afforded to me and to go it alone,
I know that I am being true to myself. I
hope that unlike the Israelites, I do not
wander for the next thirty-eight years -
I  cannot  afford  to.  I  do  not  thiiik  a
ninety-one  year old  baby  boomer can
run    around    with    the    necessary
enthusiasm  and  energy to  change  the
world.

Perhaps  I  am  wrong.  The  newly
formed pop  group  `The Zimmers'  are
debunking several myths about old age.
Their song `My Generation' holds a lot
of resonance for me.

My  generation,  the  generation  that
have refused to  grow up, believe that
we can do anything. We are fit, strong,
have  the  love  and  support  of family,
friends, a community. With their help,
I hope to  find what I  am looking for.
Moses'  generation  never  survived  to
enter the Promised Land.  My journey
to find my promised land may take me
several    months,    maybe    a    year.
Although  I  am  now  working  -  part
time - for the innovative charity, Kids
Company and organizing a conference
on  social  innovation  that  will  bring
together  senior people  from  business,
media,  government and the voluntary
sector to  look at sustainable  solution.s
to  some  of our  social problems,  I  am
also  seeking  other  opportunities.  My
lesson, though, is: take time, take time
to   reflect,   to   research,   to   make
considered choices and not necessarily
to take the first option afforded. Take
time to  enjoy the freedom, to  feel the
liberation  from  the  demands  of the
treadmill  and have  faith that you  can
still make a contribution. For I am still
me  and  who  I  was  at  the  BBC,  the
woman with passion, energy and drive,
will  be  the  same  person  at  my  next
destination .

GLORIA ABRAMOFF was bor77 !.# £o#c7o# o/
parerits  from  Samarkand  and  Jerusalem.  She
trained  as  a  social  worker  but  moved  into  the
media  in  the  eai.ly   1980s.  She  is  marl.led  with
teenage twins, lives in Finchley and is fireelancing
as a media and philanthropy consultant.
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William Wolff
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for the Jews?" For Jews across the world
no  longer  have  one  identity.  I  am  as
different fi.om an Israeli or an American
Jew as an Indian tiger hunter is from a
Norwegian  cod  fisher.   The  relevant
question today is how good or bad any
of the American hopefuls now scrapping
to be the successor to George Bush will
be for the security of the state of Israel.
And  their  personality  will  not  make  a
dot  of difference.  The  future  policy  of
the Democrats Barak Obama or Hillary
Clinton will be the same as that of Mike
Huckabee, Mitt Romney or Rudi Giuliani
for the Republicans. The threat none can
duck  is  the  one  from  Ahmedinejad's
Iran. And the only unshakeably reliable
ally they have in that part of the world is
the  state of Israel.  They need that mini
country as a starving man needs a bowl
of chicken  soup.  And  every  Democrat
and Republican knows that as they know
their latest poll figures.

#

I;IS  NOT  TRUE  WHAT  THEY
about  being  wrong.  It  is  easier

1to  admit than  to  boast  about being
right.  I  first leant that as a 17 year old
pupil at the Lycee Francaise in London's
South  Kensington.  One  of our  French
teachers had a problem with punctuality.
And while we were waiting, we occupied
ourselves  creatively by  throwing  chalk
at each other and tuning our class room
into  a snow  landscape.  "Who  did that"
burst  out  Monsieur  when  he  finally
aITived. At which my hand shot up with
two or three others. And Monsieur was
speechless,  mumbled  something  about
not doing it again, and plunged into the
pluperfect.  So  my  hand  is  shooting up
again.    I   was   wrong,   totally   and
absolutely, about David Miliband. I still
do  not  know  how  great  a  foreign
secretary he will make.  But I do  know
that  in  his  public  Jewish  commitment,
this  non-observant  Jew  is  the  equal  or
even  the  superior  of  his  synagogue-
going predecessor Sir Malcolm Riflcind.
He  is  even  having  a  plaque  put  up  in
Whitehall  to  honour  those  diplomats
who saved Jewish lives from death in the
Nazi camps. Would anyone except a Jew
strongly committed to his identity have

thought of tuning a footnote in British
diplomatic history into a shrine to British
diplomatic courage?

#

0NE OF THE WOMEN I MOST
admire  is  Ros  Altmarm.  She  is
probably  the  only  woman  who

can  make  even  Peter  Hain,  the  brazen
Works and Pensions  Secretary - still at
the time of writing - quake. For she is a
one woman NGO,  a non-goverrmental
organisation  as  the  country's  top  inde-
pendent  pensions  expert.  Everyone  in
that field knows one thing, that to argue
with  Ros  Altmann  is  to  descend  from
courage  to  the  madcap.  What  most  do
not know is that her father came to this
country with a Kindertransport. And that
she  never  knew  her  paternal  grand-
parents  because  they  were  slaughtered
in the Nazi death camps. That makes me
wish  with  some  fervour  that  we  could
take just one happy emotion with us into
the world to colne. And that is Nachas -
a Hebrew-Yiddish word for that multi-
feeling of pride andjoy in one' s offspring.

#
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ing his third year in a coma at the Sheba
Medical Centre in Tel Hashomer, Israel's
largest civilian and military hospital. His
doctors insist that his powers of thinking
and perception were destroyed once and
for all by a massive stroke more than two
years ago. They are equally adamant that
the vegetative state in which he now lies
will go on indefinitely without hope of
cure  or improvement.  So  why  are they
keeping  him  alive  with  a machine  that
keeps  his  heart  pumping  artificially?
Would  it not be  kinder to  him  and his
family, to let nature take its course and
to  let  him  slip  quietly  away  into  what
Judaism  labels  "the  next  world"?  And
should  not the  first  and the  last lesson
young doctors are taught as part of their
medical training be a simple, thirty see-
ond  one  -  the  instant  way  to  flick  a
switch?

#
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Chassidic  Lubavitch  movement  in  this
country. For it is all about money. And
for  decades  the  Lubavitch  Chassidim
have been the most successful and least
scrutinised fund raisers in Anglo Jewry.

By   a  potent  mixture   of  guile   and
Chutzpah  they  have  managed  to  pick
millions  out  of  the  pockets  of those
members of tbe community who were as
theologically  gullible   as   they  were
financially  comfortable.   There   is   a
delightful irony also in the fact that this
movement    which    claimed    to    be
purveying  the  only  authentic  brand  of
Judaism,  has  now  called  upon  a  non-
Jew to run its  show as  chief executive.
On a par with its fundraising skills was
its touching belief in the imminence of
the Messiah's descent among us. I hope
for their poor sake that they manage to
cling on to that delusion. Without it they
would know what is clear to the rest of
us - that there  is no  future for them in
Anglo Jewry.

#

I STILL GOBBLE UP EVERY WORD I
see  written  about  that  relic  of the
past called newspapers. In an ancient

history  that  is  for  ever  dieseling  away
like  trains  over  the  horizon,  I  used  to
work for them. So there I was munching
the  words  of  Stephen  Glover,  an  ex-
editor  who  now  earns  his  crust  as  a
commentator.  He  was  writing  about  a
magnificent  new  nursing  home  for re-
tired journalists,  built  near  Dorking  in
Surrey  at  a  cost  of £4  million - I  am
slightly worried about the fact that I was
at  all  interested.  Glover  reported  that
most newspaper groups had given gen-
erously towards  it,  except two.  One  of
these  was  Richard  Desmond's  Express
Newspapers. "hdr Desmond gives gener-
ously to various Jewish charities," wrote
Glover. That sent a slight shudder down
my  still  straight  spine.  Why  not  "Mr
Desmond  gives  generously  to  various
other charities"? Was Glover being ever
so   slightly  and  unconsciously  anti-
semitic?   Or   was   I   being   ever   so
automatically over-sensitive?
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various public figures do not elicit cheers
all    round.    For   Jews    this    recent
description  of the  London Mayor may
be  different:  ``the  disgusting Jew-baiter
Ken Livingstone." Spot on  .

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  z.s  JAe  regr.o7zcz/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served  congregations  in  Winbledon,  Brighton,
Reading,   Milton  Keynes  and  Newcastle  upon
Tyne.  He  trained  at  Leo  Baeck  College,  and
started in the rabbinate as an assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London S:yriagogue.



THE STERNBEF]G CENTFtE FOFt JUDAISM
AN OPEN  DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE

The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Fload,  Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community,  is the largest Jewish  religious,  educational and cultural centre in  Europe.

It is the home of The Movement for Peform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North  London  Masorti  Synagogue. The Sternberg Centre provides  many programmes and

amenities,  including a library,  bookshop, the Strudel  Caf6 and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish lil:e and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.

REFORM  MOVEMENT
Mixed Faith Seminar
"  l'M JEWISH MY PARTNER ISN'T" Sunday 13th

January 2008 2.30pm - 5.45pm
Couples in Mixed Faith Relationships

This seminar offers the opportunity for couples to
talk about. their situation,  discuss the issues that
arise and explore the various optictns open to them.
Further information Tel:  01628 67301
rabi@maidenheadsynagogue.org.uk

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE SHIUR
THEMES FROM THE BOOK OF EXODUS
22nd January -13th Ivlay 2008
EXODUS AND  LEVITICUS
Tuesdays  11.15am -12.45pm Study the Torah with
the finest teachers and students.
Tel:  020 8349 5604 Email  info@Ibc.ac.uk

THE JEWISH MUSEUM in association with
New North London Synagogue and Jewish Book
Week -Tuesday 5th February at 8.30pm
NEGOTIATING THE ART OF MEMORY:
ABSTRACTION AND THE  HOLOCAUST
To mark.Holocaust Memorial  Day,  Dr Mark
Godfrey, a Tate curator and former lecturer at the
Slade, will present an illustrated lecture on his
absorbing new book Abstraction and the Holocaust.
Godfrey looks closely at a series of American art
and architectural projects that respond to the
memory of the Holocaust without representing it
directly.  His thought-provoking  conclusions will  alter
the way we understand abstraction, the place of
abstract artists in art history,  and "Holocaust art".
Book through the NNLS tel: 020 8346 8560
events@nnls-masorti.org.uk.

STERNBERG CENTRE ART CLASSES
The Sternberg Centre runs art courses on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday. classes are held morning,
afternoon and evening, exploring differe`nt forms of
media and techniques.  For further information on all
courses. Tel: June Lewis 020 8349 5724.

MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
CONFERENCE 2008 July 4th -6th
Tel 020 8349 5645

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE  CELEBRATING
ISRAEL'S  60TH ANNIVERSARY
Sunday 17TH February 2008
Sunday 17th  February will be the biggest,  most
exciting conference to date. The theme is lsrael's
60th  anniversary.
Keynote speaker Rabbi  Elliot Kleinman  Director of
Programme for the Union for Reform Judaism in
USA.   Contact Pamela Hartog    Tel: 020 8349 5620
Email:  Pamela.hartog@lbc.ac.uk

NNLS SYNAGOGUE Presents Me!  Me!  Me! -
The art of writing autobiographically
about Jevyish identity, with Leah Thorn
Monday 10 March, 7:30pm
Fancy writing about yourself and your life? Then
this dynamic workshop is for you!  Based on themes
featured in Leah's new art video, MyAmu/e£, the
workshop offers a fusion of creative writing  (in
particular spoken word poetry and autobiographical
story-telling) and self-exploration.  No previous
experience of writing is necessary -just come
prepared to have fun and to surprise yourself!  Leah
is an acclaimed spoken word po?t.
places are limited, Tel 020 8346 8560

THE MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
A JEWISH JOURNEY to lsRAEL
April 30th to May 9th 2008
Including Yom Hashoah, Yon Hazikaron and
Yon Ha'atzmaut led by Julian Resnick, with 1:he
participation of Jeremy Leigh.
To Honour, Celebrate and Reflect on the
60th Anniversary of the Creation of the State of
Israel.   Israel@60   1948   -   2008
This will be a very special Journey which will take
place over the most powerful dates in the Jewish
calendar: dates during which we will consider some
of the momentous events of Jewish history and of
the 20th Century for humanity as a whole.   This will
be both a journey of serious consideration of the
impact these events have had on the Jewish people
as well as an uriadulterated celebration of Jewish
Independence. For further info and to reserve
your place, please contact: Philippa Suchet
philippa.suchet@reformjudaism.org.uk
Telephone: 020 8349 5645
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